**Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series**

**After Life**
Episode 5
The curtains go up on the community theater revue and things go about as well as can be expected. Tony receives devastating news.

Ricky Gervais, Directed by

**AJ And The Queen**
Fort Worth
Ru Paul and Izzy roll their touring RV into DFW where Ru finds the Drag Club has been torn down. He connects with an old friend, Jane Krakowksi, and agrees to entertain at her very Texan, high society party. Izzy gets closer to reining with her Pop Pop.

Dennie Gordon, Directed by

**AJ And The Queen**
Jackson
Robert and AJ make their way to Mississippi for an action-packed reunion. Back in New York, Louis opens the door to an unexpected visitor.

Anne Fletcher, Directed by

**AJ And The Queen**
Mt. Juliet
As the tour heads to Nashville, a peculiar pit stop catches Robert’s eye, and AJ makes a crafty plan for extra cash.

Michael Patrick King, Directed by

**Atypical**
Searching For Brown Sugar Man
A rogue plan for Zahid leads to a last-minute mission for Sam, Casey, Paige and Abby. Meanwhile, Doug faces a major test and makes a pivotal choice.

Ken Whittingham, Directed by
**Avenue 5**

This Is Physically Hurting Me

While Karen oversees an effort to jettison non-essential passenger items, Billie tries to teach an inattentive Ryan how to dock the ship. Matt learns of Judd’s plan to make the “ultimate sacrifice” by returning to Earth. Meanwhile, the passengers suspect all is not as it seems with the journey.

David Schneider, Directed by

---

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**

China

After Scrubr gets acquired by a company overseas, Nora moves to China; back in Queens, Grandma befriends an injured pigeon.

Lucia Aniello, Directed by

---

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**

Grandma & Chill

Grandma tells Nora the story of how she met her husband in the style of a Korean drama.

Dan Kwan, Directed by

Daniel Scheinert, Directed by

---

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**

Not Today

Nora impulsively dyes her hair after a fight with her dad, and Wally goes to a single parent support group meeting.

Steven Tsuchida, Directed by

---

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**

Vagarina

After Nora suffers a vaginal injury, she’s tapped by a DJ to record her chronic queefing for his new track.

Anu Valia, Directed by

---

**The Baker And The Beauty**

Pilot

Daniel Garcia is working in the family bakery and doing everything that his loving Cuban parents and siblings expect him to do. But on a wild Miami night, he meets Noa Hamilton and his life moves into the spotlight.

David Frankel, Directed by

---

**The Baker And The Beauty**

You Can’t Always Get What You Want

Noa makes a seemingly erratic decision about her career as Daniel is approached about an opportunity that would force him to step away from the family business. Back at home, Rafael and Mari discuss the bakery’s legacy as they are faced with a life-altering decision.

Steve Pearlman, Directed by
**Ballers**
Crumbs

Spencer faces pressure from all sides as he fights for Kisan. Ricky gets mixed feedback about his radio show. Reggie, Vernon and Lance struggle to convince Joe to get into the gaming business. Charles works hard to land a big player. Jason goes through tough negotiations with the Anderson brothers.

Rob Weiss, Directed by

---

**Ballers**
Edutainment

In the wake of an unexpected tragedy, Spencer prepares for his first owners meeting. While trying to balance work and his relationship with Kate, Joe decides to go on Ricky's radio show. Charles deals with an unexpected health crisis in the middle of his busiest time at work.

Simon Cellan Jones, Directed by

---

**Ballers**
Protocol Is For Losers

While enjoying retirement, Spencer gets an offer to become the first black majority team owner in professional football history. A year after splitting with Spencer, Joe eyes a big swing at Sports X. Ricky finds himself in hot water with Charles, and Vernon considers life outside of football.

Chloe Domont, Directed by

---

**Baskets**
Baby Chip

Chip picks up Pedialyte.

Jonathan Krisel, Directed by

---

**Better Things**
Listen To The Roosters

Sam and her girls live in the City of Angels.

Pamela Adlon, Directed by

---

**Betty**
Perstephanie

Kirt turns to "alternative" medicine to heal her friendships while the rest of the crew struggles with relationship issues of their own. Exactly how desperate for cash are you, Indigo?

Crystal Moselle, Directed by

---

**Bigger**
The Gregs

The walls close in for Layne and her engagement to Greg when they, along with Layne’s friends, visit his family’s home.

Chioke Nassor, Directed by
**Black Monday**

Idiot Inside
Mo tries to extricate Keith from a difficult situation.

Iain MacDonald, Directed by

---

**Black Monday**

Lucky Shoes
On election night, Blair makes a risky proposition while Mo and Dawn go on a double date. Keith makes a startling discovery.

Nzingha Stewart, Directed by

---

**black-ish**

Everybody Blames Raymond
It's Halloween and this year the Dre and Bow are afraid of the company Jack's been keeping. Junior's made it his mission to make sure that his baby brother, Devante, isn't forgotten in the chaos of his first Halloween.

Kenny Smith, Directed by

---

**black-ish**

A Game Of Chicken
Dre and Bow disagree on where to send Devante for preschool. Meanwhile, Junior helps Jack and Diane pull an epic eighth-grade prank.

Millicent Shelton, Directed by

---

**#blackAF**

because of slavery
Shooting a documentary for her NYU application, Drea introduces her unfiltered family as Kenya considers toning down his "flexing" around white people.

Ken Kwapis, Directed by

---

**#blackAF**

i know this is going to sound crazy... but this, too, is because of slavery
A lavish, peaceful family trip takes a turn when the kids attempt to venture outside their comfort zones and a work event puts Kenya and Joya at odds.

Brennan Shroff, Directed by

---

**#blackAF**

still... because of slavery
Ahead of the family's Juneteenth party, Joya struggles to confront Izzy about her dance video as Kenya stresses the importance of hygiene to his sons.

Rashida Jones, Directed by
#blackAF

yo, between you and me... this is because of slavery

After criticizing a Black film, Kenya seeks out honest feedback from his family and peers. Joya worries her kids aren't embracing their Blackness.

Kenya Barris, Directed by

Bless This Mess

459

After moving to Nebraska from NYC, Mike and Rio are chosen by a raffle to host the town's Huskers kickoff party, which includes a pig chase. In efforts to prove everyone wrong, Rio ends up losing the pig. Additionally, Beau and Kay try to hide the fact they've broken up.

Lake Bell, Directed by

Boomerang

Hot Sex

To celebrate her new job, Crystal takes a solo trip to Paris. Initially more interested in social media, she eventually finds adventure and romance without her phone, coming into her own as a new strong, sexy, independent Crystal, not defined by her friends.

Dime Davis, Directed by

Breeders

No Cure Part 2

Luke's condition worsens and he is admitted to a specialist pediatric unit. As Paul, Ally and their parents desperately wait for news, stress and fear cause cracks to form within the family.

Chris Addison, Directed by

Breeders

No Dad

Paul and Ally are thrilled that Sprout the family gerbil has finally died, but explaining loss to Luke and Ava is more difficult than they thought as grief manifests itself in mysterious ways and throws the family off course.

Ben Palmer, Directed by

Brockmire

Double Header

Jules tries to win Beth's approval of the relationship she and Brockmire are trying to rekindle, but they don't get along until Jules takes Beth under her wing as a drinking buddy. Jim is irate that Jules was a bad influence on his daughter.

Maurice Marable, Directed by
**Broke**

Barry's Back!

Jackie (Pauley Perrette) is blindsided by her ex-husband's return. Over objections from Elizabeth (Natasha Leggero) and Luis (Izzy Diaz), Javier (Jaime Camil) tries to help — to disastrous results, and Barry reveals his shocking plans for the future.

Katy Garretson, Directed by

---

**Brooklyn Nine-Nine**

Dillman

When a prank goes disastrously awry, things at the Nine-Nine take a distinctly Agatha Christie turn.

Kyra Sedgwick, Directed by

---

**Brooklyn Nine-Nine**

Ding Dong

Capt. Holt deals with a personal loss - his nemesis has passed away; Jake must decide whether to take Terry or Charles to the Premiere of a popular kids' movie.

Claire Scanlon, Directed by

---

**Brooklyn Nine-Nine**

Lights Out

The entire squad is on high alert when a massive blackout hits Brooklyn.

Dan Goor, Directed by

---

**The Conners**

Brothers, Babies And Breakdowns

Dan avoids coping with a death in the family, only to be confronted by it head-on; Ben and Darlene address Ben's baby fever; Dwight gets the jitters when he has to fill in for the chef who suffers an accident.

Timothy Busfield, Directed by

---

**The Conners**

CPAPs, Hickeys And Biscuits

Dan and Louise take their relationship to the next level and come to appreciate the complexities of aging. Darlene spends the night in jail and hands off parenting duties to Ben. Mark and a friend work on a class experiment that leaves them both with hickeys. Becky contemplates marrying Emilio.

Lynda Tarryk, Directed by

---

**The Conners**

Live From Lanford

In this first live episode of The Conners, the family responds actively to the news results of the 2020 New Hampshire Democratic primary. Louise (Katey Sagal) gets an opportunity that might send her away from Lanford, prompting the family to interfere in Dan's complicated relationship.

Jody Margolin Hahn, Directed by
**Curb Your Enthusiasm**

**Artificial Fruit**

Larry has to speak at a charity, but gets in trouble when he refuses to kiss Laverne Cox (she has a cold!). Larry and Richard each go to extreme lengths to try to pay for their upcoming lunch date, ending up at funeral of the Castilian waiter’s aunt.

Cheryl Hines, Directed by

---

**Curb Your Enthusiasm**

**Happy New Year**

It’s mid-January and Larry is done saying “Happy New Year.” Larry feels wronged by Mocha Joe and vows to open a “spite store” coffee shop next door. Jeff is confused for Harvey Weinstein. Larry realizes that a MAGA hat is great people repellent.

Jeff Schaffer, Directed by

---

**Curb Your Enthusiasm**

**The Surprise Party**

Susie plans a surprise party for Jeff, and Larry suspects she’s trying to give him a heart attack. Larry enlists the help of his new friend Wally to ensure things don’t go awry, and also has fun using Wally’s handicapped placard. Larry meets an inventor and his German shepherd, Adolf.

Erin O’Malley, Directed by

---

**DAVE**

**Ally’s Toast**

Ally wants to impress her family with the perfect maid of honor speech at her sister’s wedding. Dave struggles to be a good boyfriend while negotiating a record deal, forcing Ally to question their relationship. As her sister begins a new chapter, Ally and Dave close the book on theirs.

Ben Sinclair, Directed by

---

**DAVE**

**The Gander**

Dave attempts to capitalize on his YouTube success by getting YG to do a feature verse. Instead, Dave meets GaTa and gets educated on the social dynamics of the rap world. Under GaTa’s tutelage, an unlikely friendship is formed that may prove much more valuable than anything Dave was imagining.

Greg Mottola, Directed by

---

**DAVE**

**Jail**

When the label rejects Dave’s first single, Jail, Benny Blanco suggests Dave leak it on The Breakfast Club. Dave eventually realizes the friends he expected to protect him from corporate interference are actually protecting him from himself. In the end, Dave protects what matters most: his friendships.

Tony Yacenda, Directed by
Dead To Me

It's Not You, It's Me

Filled with guilt and regret, Jen finds a civic-minded way to unleash some pent-up feelings. Judy revisits her past. The police uncover a new lead.

Silver Tree, Directed by

Dead To Me

You Don't Have To

Jen scrambles to contain the fallout from Charlie's vehicular hijinks, Judy faces questions about Steve, and Henry experiences a case of stage fright.

Liz Allen Rosenbaum, Directed by

Dear White People

Chapter I

With Sam, Lionel and the rest of the crew caught up in their own priorities, Al suddenly feels like the only one fighting for change at Winchester.

Justin Simien, Directed by

Diary Of A Future President

Hello World

Elena battles a series of curveballs at school, as she forgets to do a homework assignment for the first time ever and struggles with whether or not to keep a secret about her former best friend. Meanwhile her mom, Gabi, struggles to tell her kids about her new boyfriend, Sam.

Gina Rodriguez, Directed by

Dickinson

I Felt A Funeral, In My Brain

Austin and Sue's marriage day arrives. Emily makes Sue's wedding day special by writing her a love poem. Her actions reignite Austin's jealousy and he bans her from the wedding. Emily fantasizes her own death with death himself, Wiz Khalifa.

Patrick Norris, Directed by

Dickinson

Wild Nights

Emily and Austin throw a party, and their mutual love for Sue causes tension.

Lynn Shelton, Directed by

Divorce

Knock, Knock

As each of their relationships reach a moment of truth, Frances and Robert face the reality of post-divorce life. Frances urges her new colleagues to break out of their comfort zones. With her career in jeopardy, Dallas discovers what she really wants. Diane reconsider her relationship with Gordon.

Ryan Case, Directed by
Dollface
Beauty Queen
Jules pretends to be totally over her breakup with Jeremy at his sister's bachelorette party; Madison exaggerates her friends' maturity level to impress her older boyfriend with a formal dinner party.

Stephanie Laing, Directed by

Dollface
Bridesmaid
On the heels of Madison and Jules's blow up, all four girls end up in Mexico for a wedding weekend gone wrong: secrets are revealed, hallucinogenic drugs are taken, and Jules’ commitment to her girlfriends faces the ultimate test.

Ira Ungerleider, Directed by

The End Of The F***ing World
Episode 3
After an awkward encounter at the café, Alyssa wakes up on her big day with nagging doubts about what she wants from life.

Lucy Forbes, Directed by

The End Of The F***ing World
Episode 7
After discovering Bonnie's true intentions, James races to help Alyssa, and a tense showdown unfolds inside the café.

Destiny Ekaragha, Directed by

Everything's Gonna Be Okay
Discoid Cockroaches
Matilda is inspired for her future! The family navigates New York City teaching Matilda to ride the subway. Genevieve has a thing she wants to do. It’s a big reveal. Nicholas starts to dream of a life with less responsibilities.

Silas Howard, Directed by

Everything's Gonna Be Okay
Monarch Butterflies
C's C's C's across the board! Matilda focuses on her relationship. Nicholas faces a reality check at Matilda and Genevieve’s parent/teacher conference. He figures out how to get them to wake up and try.

Rachel Lee Goldenberg, Directed by
**Everything's Gonna Be Okay**

Seven-Spotted Ladybug

Australian twenty-something Nicholas is left to take care of his two American teenage half-sisters after the death of their father. Nicholas hasn't been present, and now his sisters have to cope with a devastating loss and their neurotic, ill-equipped brother. But he tries!

Rebecca Thomas, Directed by

**Family Reunion**

Remember Black Elvis?

After M'Dear shares the family's rich history with the kids, Moz and Cocoa are inspired to carry on the tradition.

Eric Dean Seaton, Directed by

**Feel Good**

Episode 3

As George continues to hide her relationship with Mae from her friends, it begins to affect their sex life. Maggie's daughter asks Mae for advice.

Ally Pankiw, Directed by

**First Wives Club**

Something Blue

Hazel and Bree go to Sag Harbor to support Ari, both in present day and in flashbacks, as they reminisce about Ari's wedding to David, and how unhappy she was even back then. As Ari considers divorce, David surprises her by asking for a vow renewal.

Tracy Oliver, Directed by

**Florida Girls**

Pilot

Four girls in Clearwater, Florida, feel abandoned when their best friend leaves their shared mobile home. As the girls struggle to pay their power bill, Shelby contemplates getting her GED.

Kat Coiro, Directed by

**Fuller House**

A Modest Proposal

A dutiful DJ springs into action when Fernando asks for help proposing to Kimmy -- again. But the results are even bigger and better than she expected.

Rich Correll, Directed by

**Future Man**

The Land After Time

Josh discovers a new happiness as Wolf loses his mind and Tiger embarks on an unexpected journey.

Alex Buono, Directed by
Future Man
The Precipice Of Yesterday
Josh, Tiger, and Wolf are forced to compete in the Diecathalon, but a complication arises that puts them at odds with each other.

Jonathan Watson, Directed by

Gentefied
Brown Love
Nayeli interviews Ana and Yessika for school, a change in the shop's decor hits Casimiro hard, and Erik searches for a chance to pop the question.

Aurora Guerrero, Directed by

Gentefied
Protest Tacos
When Yessika threatens to protest the food tour, Erik and Chris come up with a creative solution - and Ana finds herself caught in the middle.

Andrew Ahn, Directed by

Gentefied
Unemployed AF
Pop tries to pull Chris out of a downward spiral, Erik asks Yessika for help saving the shop, and Ana scores a lucrative gig at a grown-up party.

America Ferrera, Directed by

Get Shorty
What To Do When You Land
In the Season 3 opener of Get Shorty, news travels fast that Miles Daley (Chris O'Dowd) has been released from prison. And he has a plan for revenge.

Adam Arkin, Directed by

GLOW
Freaky Tuesday
Tammé's back problems lead to a major shake-up in the ring. An offer to extend the show divides the producers. Justine asks Sam to read her screenplay.

Mark A. Burley, Directed by

GLOW
The Libertines
Ruth heads to LA for her big audition with Sam while Debbie helps Bobbie with The Libertine Ball. Rhonda plots to rekindle Bash's desire for her and things go in an unexpected direction.

Phil Abraham, Directed by
A camping trip in the desert canyons outside Vegas spirals into a night of soul-searching, bitter showdowns and bombshell revelations.

Anya Adams, Directed by

Beverly marshals everyone for one last family vacation to Disneyland. Erica worries that Geoff wants to break up. Guest starring Christie Brinkley.

Lew Schneider, Directed by

One by one, each member of the Soul Squad achieves a sense of peace and exits The Good Place forever. Michael cannot leave because he is an eternal being, so Eleanor persuades the Judge to grant him life on Earth as a real human. Finally content, Eleanor exits.

Michael Schur, Directed by

Grace and Frankie introduce Jack to Nick, hoping they can all go on vacation together. Meanwhile, Barry finally gets his short-rib double date.

Marta Kauffman, Directed by

Catherine decides to move forward with the coup on her birthday. Peter isn’t so easily overcome and holds Leo hostage as collateral. In exchange for a return to her status, Marial betrays Catherine to Peter and reveals a secret. The battle begins.

Geeta V. Patel, Directed by

Pilot episode. Catherine travels to Russia to marry the Emperor. After becoming Empress, she realizes Peter is a selfish brat. She feels hopeless until her servant, Marial, suggests they overthrow him.

Matt Shakman, Directed by
The Great
Meatballs At The Dacha
Catherine’s political abilities are tested when she’s given an opportunity to travel abroad with Peter and Velementov to discuss ending the war with Swedish king. Velementov finally sees the potential of her leadership and decides to support the coup.

Colin Bucksey, Directed by

High Fidelity
Uptown
Rob is ready to move on to the next chapter in her life, so when she gets a call about a record collection for sale she asks Clyde (her one-night stand) to go with her to the Upper East Side.

Jeffrey Reiner, Directed by

High Maintenance
Trick
The Guy delivers to a man looking for more than just sex; an intimacy coordinator explores a different kind of relationship.

Katja Blichfeld, Directed by

High School Musical: The Musical: The Series
Homecoming
Nini and Kourtney ditch Homecoming for a much-needed girl’s night. Meanwhile, Gina convinces EJ to take her to Homecoming. Thinking Seb has stood him up, Carlos finds the courage to dance alone. Kourtney helps Nini feel confident at karaoke night when she sings the feel-good song "Born to be Brave."

Joanna Kerns, Directed by

I Am Not Okay With This
Dear Diary...
When her best friend (and secret crush) hooks up with a crude jock, Syd seethes with anger…and her feelings boil over in startling ways.

Jonathan Entwistle, Directed by

Insatiable
Dead Girl
While the police investigate the recent murder, Patty works to unite the pageant contestants in a public relations attempt to change the headlines.

Brian Dannelly, Directed by
**Insatiable**

The Most You You Can Be

The Miss American Lady pageant declares its winner as shocking truths come to light, and Patty embraces her inner self, much to Bob's dismay.

Andrew Fleming, Directed by

---

**Insecure**

Lowkey Happy

Each reflecting on past mistakes and lessons learned, Issa and Lawrence try to find happiness.

Ava Berkofsky, Directed by

---

**Insecure**

Lowkey Lost

When a crisis occurs, Issa and her friends must pull together.

Prentice Penny, Directed by

---

**Insecure**

Lowkey Movin' On

The block party brings the girls together while Issa works around the clock to ensure the event goes off without a hitch.

Stella Meghie, Directed by

---

**Insecure**

Lowkey Thankful

Issa and Ahmal ditch their traditional Thanksgiving festivities to do their own thing, while Lawrence finds himself at an awkward Friendsgiving.

Mark Sadlek, Directed by

---

**Insecure**

Lowkey Trying

Issa reconnects with Lawrence and Nathan – and extends a timely olive branch.

Kerry Washington, Directed by

---

**It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia**

The Gang Chokes

Annoyed that the Gang failed to react as he nearly chokes to death on an appetizer, Frank decides the Waiter, his savior, is the only person who has his back.

Glenn Howerton, Directed by
It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia
The Janitor Always Mops Twice
In the black-and-white noir world of his memory, Charlie navigates the seedy underbelly of Philadelphia as Frank has been “diarrhea poisoned,” and it’s up to Charlie to clean up the mess.

Heath Cullens, Directed by

It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia
Paddy's Has A Jumper
Trapped inside Paddy’s with a suicide jumper on the roof, the Gang wonders if they should bother intervening with an algorithm of their own – Could he, would he, should we?

Kimberly McCullough, Directed by

Kidding
Episode 3101
Jeff tries to teach children about change in the first episode of the 31st season of Mr. Pickles’ Puppet Time.

Michel Gondry, Directed by

Kidding
The Puppet Dalai Lama
Jill asks Jeff a question he isn’t sure if he can answer.

Jake Schreier, Directed by

Kidding
A Seat On The Rocket
Jeff decides to start a new Pickles family while Deirdre tries to get some good PR for the show.

Bert & Bertie, Directed by

The Kominsky Method
Chapter 11. An Odd Couple Occurs
Mindy’s not thrilled with her dad and boyfriend’s growing friendship. Norman's daughter leaves rehab, returning home while Madelyn is visiting.

Andy Tennant, Directed by

The Kominsky Method
Chapter 16. A Thetan Arrives
As Norman contemplates retiring, an unexpected visitor has him considering his spiritual life. Sandy dislikes changes Mindy is making at the studio.

Beth McCarthy-Miller, Directed by
**Last Man Standing**

Student Doubt

When Mandy worries about Kyle passing his first college exam, she secretly enlists Vanessa, Jen and Ryan to help tutor him, meanwhile Mike learns of Ed and Chuck’s superstition in decision-making, by the flip of a briefcase.

Leslie Kolins Small, Directed by

---

**The Last O.G.**

Started From The Bottom

Tray meets his neighbors as he settles into his new apartment as the building’s handyman, while also giving riveting Brooklyn Tours. Shay has mixed feelings when she learns that Shahzad’s new queen is a white girl.

Dale Stern, Directed by

---

**Little America**

The Cowboy

A Nigerian student finds a sense of connection through Oklahoma’s cowboy culture.

Bharat Nalluri, Directed by

---

**Little America**

The Grand Prize Expo Winners

Hardworking mom Ai grapples with motherhood and her own identity on an Alaskan cruise.

Tze Chun, Directed by

---

**Little America**

The Son

A gay Syrian refuge dreams of being granted asylum in America so he can live openly.

Stephen Dunn, Directed by

---

**Living With Yourself**

Nice Knowing You

While original Miles tries to talk his way out of a sticky situation, new Miles gives himself a makeover and contemplates a dark end.

Jonathan Dayton, Directed by

Valerie Faris, Directed by

---

**Lodge 49**

Circles

As the Lynx prepare for The Mystic Chords of Memory, Dud’s wound worsens. Blaise glimpses the past. Liz goes on a journey at Orbis.

Alethea Jones, Directed by
Los Espookys
El monstruo marino
After a longtime tourist attraction is compromised, the mayor of a seaside town is approached by Renaldo to create another. Disappointed after meeting her chat-room boyfriend, Tati decides to follow Beatriz’s advice and be her own boss. Tico eyes a fortuitous partnership after running into Renaldo’s favorite director in L.A.

Fernando Frías de la Parra, Directed by

Love Life
The Person
Darby takes a night for herself.

Sam Boyd, Directed by

Mad About You
The Kid Leaves
When Paul and Jamie drop their daughter Mabel off for her first day of college, it quickly becomes clear that they have very different ideas of what their lives after children will look like.

Helen Hunt, Directed by

Man With A Plan
Stuck In The Middle With You
Adam’s mother-in-law, Alice (Nancy Lenehan), makes an unexpected visit and reveals some shocking news.

Anthony Rich, Directed by

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
It’s Comedy Or Cabbage
Midge runs into an old friend in Miami. Abe grows frustrated with his beatnik friends while Rose reaches her breaking point with Shirley.

Amy Sherman-Palladino, Directed by

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
Marvelous Radio
Midge and Susie head back to NYC and hustle for work. Abe is elated when someone publishes a piece he wrote. The Maisels gather for the bris of Astrid’s baby.

Daniel Palladino, Directed by

Medical Police
Everybody Panic!
Locked up in a Chinese prison, Lola and Owen run into a friendly face. But they soon find out that being behind bars isn’t all fun and games.

Bill Benz, Directed by
Medical Police
Wheels Up
After discovering an outbreak of a rare and deadly disease, Dr. Lola Spratt and Dr. Owen Maestro team up with a secret unit of the CDC to investigate.

David Wain, Directed by

mixed-ish
Bad Boys
Alicia and Paul try to deflect Johan’s interest in going to cop camp and one day becoming a police officer; Rainbow gets her first role as a school safety patrol and quickly realizes that with great power comes great responsibility.

Matthew A. Cherry, Directed by

mixed-ish
It's Tricky
Rainbow wants to battle stereotypes at school after she joins the track team and feels like her friends only see her skin color; Santamonica tries to be cool enough to hang out with Rainbow's friends.

Maggie Carey, Directed by

mixed-ish
Let Your Hair Down
After a teacher tells Rainbow her hair should look “neat” for school picture day, Bow feels pressure for her hair to conform to American cultural standards of beauty, rather than find her own authentic ethnic expression. But what does ‘authentic ethnic expression’ even mean when you are “mixed”?

Michael Spiller, Directed by

Modern Family
Finale Part 1
Just as Mitch and Cam settle into their new house, Cam gets an out-of-town job offer. Phil and Claire decide that one of the kids needs to move out. Gloria worries that Jay and the kids don't need her anymore.

Steven Levitan, Directed by

Modern Family
Finale Part 2
In the series finale, the family struggles to say goodbye. Jay surprises Gloria by learning Spanish. Claire and Mitchell reclaim their childhood skating trophy. Cam composes a heartfelt poem for Gloria. Haley and Alex prank Luke for one final time. Phil leaves the porch light on.

Gail Mancuso, Directed by
Modern Family
Paris
They head to Paris so Jay can accept a lifetime achievement award and Earl Chambers finds a way to haunt him. Meanwhile, Claire has a secret rendezvous in one of the most romantic cities in the world, and Cam's lifelong dream of performing as Fizbo on the streets of Paris.

James Bagdonas, Directed by

Modern Family
Perfect Pairs
Phil, Claire, Alex and Luke realize the babies might help them with a few things on their to-do lists, so they offer to give Haley the day off.

Iwona Sapienza, Directed by

Modern Family
The Prescott
The family sneaks into a fancy residential hotel. Misunderstandings and an eager-to-please concierge (Stephen Merchant) lead to a hot tub mixup. Secret food blogger Phil hunts for a burger, chased by internet troll Jay. Mitch and Cam seek a celebrity run-in. Gloria braves a water slide.

Elaine Ko, Directed by

Modern Love
Take Me As I Am, Whoever I Am
My personal life was another story. In love there's no hiding: You have to let someone know who you are, but I didn't have a clue who I was from one moment to the next.

John Carney, Directed by

Mom
A Judgy Face And Your Grandma’s Drawers
Christy, Bonnie and the ladies step in to help when Marjorie's granddaughter visits for the first time.

James Widdoes, Directed by

Mr Inbetween
Monsters
Is there really any such thing as monsters?

Nash Edgerton, Directed by

Mr. Iglesias
Some Children Left Behind
On the last day of class before summer break, Gabe learns several of his students are being transferred out of Woodrow Wilson High School.

Andy Ackerman, Directed by
Mythic Quest: Raven's Banquet
Quarantine
Special episode. As the MQ staff works from home, Poppy struggles with solitude while Brad and David start a charitable competition.

Rob McElhenney, Directed by

The Neighborhood
Welcome To The Hockey Game
Dave's influence starts rubbing off on Calvin after they attend a hockey game together. Meanwhile Tina and Gemma enjoy the perks of a wine country spa after Tina is mistaken for Mary J. Blige.

Mark Cendrowski, Directed by

The Neighborhood
Welcome To The Vow Renewal
As Calvin and Tina near a milestone anniversary, Dave and Gemma help the Butlers have the wedding they missed out on the first time around; Malcolm and Marty prepare an unforgettable performance of "Just the Two of Us" for their parents' special occasion.

Jeff Greenstein, Directed by

Never Have I Ever
...been the loneliest boy in the world
This episode shows the events of the previous episode but from Ben's perspective (with Andy Samberg narrating instead of John McEnroe). Ben's lonely life includes a girlfriend who thinks the Lakers outshine the Clippers, and a meetup with an online stranger who wants him to slowly blow on a pizza.

Kabir Akhtar, Directed by

Never Have I Ever
Pilot
After a challenging freshman year, Devi is ready to take on high school with her two best friends by her side. On the first day of sophomore year, she reveals her plans to lead her and her friends towards the ultimate high school achievement — getting boyfriends.

Tristram Shapeero, Directed by

No Activity
Tooth And Nail
While staking out the red-light district of San Diego, the recently demoted Cullen (Patrick Brammall) and Tolbeck (Tim Meadows) spot some suspicious activity involving actress Amy Schumer. Janice (Amy Sedaris) is not happy when Clint (Dylan McDermott), a former flame and co-worker, is brought in as Dispatch's new supervisor.

Trent O'Donnell, Directed by
One Day At A Time
Boundaries
After Alex catches Penelope in a compromising position, Penelope is motivated to talk to Alex about healthy human sexuality, while defending herself against Lydia’s old-school judgments.

Phill Lewis, Directed by

Outmatched
Pilot
A blue-collar couple in New Jersey faces the parenting challenge of having 3 high-IQ children and trying to give them a normal life.

Jonathan M Judge, Directed by

The Politician
The Assassination Of Payton Hobart: Part 2
Payton faces his darkest hour and the fight of his life as transgressions are revealed, backs stabbed and confessions made.

Gwyneth Horder-Payton, Directed by

The Politician
October Surprise
While Payton plays hardball with Harvard admissions, shocking betrayals and a scandalous videotape take the election to a new level of ruthlessness.

Janet Mock, Directed by

The Politician
Pilot
After a charismatic candidate joins the race for student body president, Payton searches for a running mate who will make him seem more authentic.

Ryan Murphy, Directed by

The Politician
Vienna
Payton reevaluates his life after a reckoning, but when a window of opportunity opens, he grapples with a big decision about his political aspirations.

Brad Falchuk, Directed by

The Politician
The Voter
Payton makes an eleventh-hour push to lock down the school’s undecided voters, including one student who has other things on his mind besides politics.

Ian Brennan, Directed by
Ramy
Miakhalifa.mov
have you clicked on me?
Ramy Youssef, Directed by

The Ranch

Like It's The Last Time
To celebrate their last Thanksgiving on the ranch, Colt and the guys go on a turkey hunt. Mary checks into rehab.

David Trainer, Directed by

The Righteous Gemstones

Better Is The End Of A Thing Than Its Beginning
Eli questions his children's future in the Gemstone ministry and Jesse receives an ultimatum.

Jody Hill, Directed by

The Righteous Gemstones

Interlude
Flash back to 1989 to see how young Jesse and Judy, as well as Uncle Baby Billy, each handle news that Aimee-Leigh is pregnant in their own way.

David Gordon Green, Directed by

The Righteous Gemstones

The Righteous Gemstones
Series premiere. Jesse Gemstone receives a video from blackmailers seeking to sully his reputation.

Danny McBride, Directed by

RUN

RUN
Series premiere. Ruby Richardson's shaken from her humdrum suburban life when an urgent text prompts her to fly to New York and board a train to reunite with college ex Billy Johnson. Ruby and Billy fight the tension that exists between them while attempting to root out each other's secrets.

Kate Dennis, Directed by

Schitt's Creek

Happy Ending
David is stressed out about the rain on his wedding day, so Patrick gets David a massage to help him relax. Meanwhile, Johnny scrambles to find a new venue, Alexis is embarrassed by a wardrobe oversight and Moira takes on the role of officiant.

Andrew Cividino, Directed by
Daniel Levy, Directed by
Schooled
Boy Bands
In an effort to become more supportive of her students’ dreams, Wilma helps several boys start a boy band. Mellor and Julie face growing pains when Glascott hires Julie as the school nurse.

Lea Thompson, Directed by

Schooled
Singed Out
Glascott and Mellor struggle to connect with Glascott’s niece who is skipping gym class because of body image issues. And when the school hosts a “Singed Out” game for the teachers, Lainey finds herself confronting her friendship with CB and her relationship with Barry.

David Katzenberg, Directed by

Sex Education
Episode 1
Masturbation turns out to be Otis’s secret talent, but can he master his unruly desires for Ola? A chlamydia outbreak distracts the student body.

Ben Taylor, Directed by

Shameless
Gallavich!
Liam out-Gallaghers Frank as Lip works to convince Tami to stay in Chicago with their baby. Debbie turns over a new romantic leaf. Kev’s new business takes off, but V wonders where the money is going.

John Wells, Directed by

Shrill
WAHAM
Gabe finally gives Annie a meaty article to write – about a women in business convention. Initially impressed, Annie realizes that it’s really a way to monetize feminism. Gabe guides her to the conclusion that society just wants to put women in boxes.

Natasha Lyonne, Directed by

Shrill
Wedding
Annie goes with Fran to her cousin’s traditional Nigerian wedding. Fran reconnects with her parents and has to deal with their old issues. Annie reconnects with Fran’s brother Lamar and is forced to question whether Ryan is really a good match for her.

Shaka King, Directed by
**Silicon Valley**

Artificial Lack Of Intelligence

Richard discovers his promise to keep Pied Piper free from collecting user data is under threat. Jared finds himself missing his role as Richard’s go-to guy and revisits the hacker hostel. Gilfoyle devises a creative way to deal with Dinesh’s complaining.

Mike Judge, Directed by

---

**Silicon Valley**

Exit Event

Ahead of a career-defining moment, Richard makes a startling discovery that changes everything and sends the entire Pied Piper team racing to pull off the biggest bait-and-switch that Silicon Valley has ever seen.

Alec Berg, Directed by

---

**Silicon Valley**

Tethics

Richard fumes at Gavin's new ethical stance; Dinesh's trip turns into a nightmare; Gilfoyle and Monica work on their peer review scores.

Pete Chatmon, Directed by

---

**South Side**

X-Box

Simon and Kareme graduate from community college, but they're still stuck in their dead-end jobs repossessing furniture for Rent-T-Own.

Michael Blieden, Directed by

---

**Space Force**

IT'S GOOD TO BE BACK ON THE MOON

With the launch just days away, General Naird copes with an unprepared crew. Captain Ali searches for the perfect words, and Erin visits her mom.

Daina Reid, Directed by

---

**Space Force**

THE LAUNCH

Four-star general Mark Naird — leader of the newly created Space Force — is pressured to launch a satellite despite dire warnings from scientists.

Paul King, Directed by

---

**Space Force**

SPACE FLAG

Armed with weapons that are less than intimidating, Space Force soldiers — led by General Naird — play war games with their Air Force rivals.

Dee Rees, Directed by
Sunnyside

Pilot
A former New York City Councilman finds his calling when he meets a group of immigrants in search of the American dream.

Oz Rodriguez, Directed by

Superstore

Carol's Back
When Carol returns to the store post-suspension, Jonah tries to convince Raise the Wage protesters that he's one of them; Amy struggles with employees who refuse to work with her and Garrett and Mateo take advantage of the gig economy.

Ben Feldman, Directed by

Superstore

Negotiations
Jonah and Sandra represent the Cloud 9 employees at union contract negotiations with corporate. Worried about the union’s fate, Amy, Dina and Cheyenne distract themselves by looking for the perfect Christmas tree. Mateo, Garrett and Glenn compete to see who can sell an unsellable item.

Betsy Thomas, Directed by

Superstore

Zephra Cares
Amy organizes a community service event, but it’s jeopardized by Jeff’s return and Glenn’s desire to help his co-workers. Meanwhile, Sandra confronts Jonah about his strategy for soliciting donations, and Garrett tries to prove his intelligence to Dina.

Victor Nelli, Jr., Directed by

Tacoma FD

I'm Eddie Penisi... Sr.
When Fire Commissioner Eddie Penisi, Sr. shows up, Eddie and Terry seek his approval while the “commish” drives them apart. The crew plays D&D for the acceptance of their own illustrious dungeon master.

Steve Lemme, Directed by

Tacoma FD

Whodunnit?
Councilwoman Price tells Terry to find the author of an anonymous tell all blog which has been exposing Tacoma FD’s embarrassing little secrets. Also, the Chief becomes a country fan, and the gang fights over which show to watch.

Kevin Heffernan, Directed by
This Close
It's About Time
When Michael leaves town for a break, he must face the demons from his past.

Coy Middlebrook, Directed by

This Close
No Place Like Home
Back home, Kate is reminded who she was and will discover who she wants to become.

Stephen Cone, Directed by

Trying
Rainbow Castle People
Season finale. Despite the added irritation of a new roommate, it's time for Nikki and Jason to face the adoption panel.

Jim O'Hanlon, Directed by

Twenties
Pilot
Aspiring screenwriter Hattie finds herself evicted, jobless, and down on her luck before she runs into the famed writer/producer Ida B. whose show Cocoa's Butter, Hattie has shaded on social media.

Justin Tipping, Directed by

The Unicorn
No Small Parts
When Grace gets the lead in the school musical, Wade realizes that the teachers are giving her special treatment after he hears her sing. Also, Michelle and Ben persuade Delia and Forrest to volunteer for the chaotic snack bar duty at a school function.

Todd Holland, Directed by

The Unicorn
Pilot
Walton Goggins stars in a comedy about a tight-knit group of best friends and family who help Wade (Goggins) embrace his "new normal" in the wake of the loss of his wife one year ago.

John Hamburg, Directed by

Upload
Welcome To Upload
After a self-driving car crash, Nathan is uploaded to Lakeview, his girlfriend's family's digital after-life, where he meets his customer service rep, Nora.

Greg Daniels, Directed by
**Vida**
Episode 306
With the weight of their mother's legacy on their shoulders, the sisters are forced to decide whether they will ultimately stay together or go their separate ways.

Tanya Saracho, Directed by

---

**What We Do In The Shadows**

**Colin's Promotion**

Colin Robinson gets promoted at work and his new power threatens the balance of power in the vampire house.

Jemaine Clement, Directed by

---

**What We Do In The Shadows**

**Nouveau Théâtre des Vampires**

The vampires try to survive without Guillermo, while they prepare to attend the most exclusive event on the vampiric social calendar.

Kyle Newacheck, Directed by

---

**What We Do In The Shadows**

**On The Run**

After a vengeful enemy from the past appears without warning, Laszlo flees his home and goes into hiding to avoid certain death.

Yana Gorskaya, Directed by

---

**Why Women Kill**

**Kill Me As If It Were The Last Time**

After learning the shocking truth about her daughter's death, Beth Ann's plan for revenge could alter the course of many lives. As Karl's health worsens, Simone's commitment to their relationship is tested. With Jade gone, Taylor and Eli focus on their love story and hope the past is behind them.

David Warren, Directed by

---

**Why Women Kill**

**Marriages Don't Break Up On Account Of Murder - It's Just A Symptom That Something Else Is Wrong**

Beth Ann recruits Sheila to help pull off her faux diagnosis, taking her plan another step too far. As Simone and Tommy arrange their rendezvous, a revelation may foil their plans. Taylor reaches out to Jade in hopes of helping Eli, but his new found riches have Jade seeing green.

Lucy Liu, Directed by
Will & Grace

We Love Lucy

Will claims living with Grace is like Ricky living with Lucy. When Karen and Jack hear this, they each claim that they are the Lucy of the group. They each imagine themselves as Lucy (during "Vitameatavegamin," "Chocolate Factory," and "Grape-Stomping"), with Will as the Ricky to all of them.

James Burrows, Directed by

Work In Progress

3, 2, 1

The final almonds. When Abby motivates herself to get out of the apartment for Julia's This American Life show, she's met with two unwanted surprises.

Tim Mason, Directed by

Young Sheldon

An Academic Crime And A More Romantic Taco Bell

Dr. Sturgis is furious when Sheldon accuses him of plagiarism. Also, Mary sets out to find a "girl trophy" for Missy's end-of-season baseball ceremony, and Georgie has an awkward run-in with Veronica while on a date with his new girlfriend, Jana.

Melissa Joan Hart, Directed by

Younger

An Inside Glob

In the wake of a book loss, Liza and Kelsey shift their focus to an author who is skeptical of Millennials in charge. Kelsey deals with the stress of her new job. Maggie tries a holistic remedy.

Miriam Shor, Directed by

Younger

It's All About The Money Honey

Liza is shocked to see an unexpected costar in her Infinitely 21 ad campaign. Kelsey and Charles head to Chicago with a plan. Josh considers his options beyond Inkburg.

Jennifer Arnold, Directed by

Younger

Merger, She Wrote

Liza and Charles attend a microdosing retreat, where Liza is surprised by new friends and familiar faces. Brownyn Madigan finds an unlikely voice for her audiobooks. Maggie gets hogtied.

Peter Lauer, Directed by

Zoey's Extraordinary Playlist

Pilot

Zoey, an introverted computer programmer living in San Francisco, begins to hear the innermost desires of the people around her, through song.

Richard Shepard, Directed by
Zoey's Extraordinary Playlist
Zoey's Extraordinary Glitch
After receiving heartbreaking news, Zoey suffers a mysterious "glitch" in her powers.

Jon Turteltaub, Directed by
The Affair
Episode 503
Sasha proposes adjustments to Noah's script. Sasha's relationship with Helen blossoms, and Noah takes notice. Bruce's condition worsens. Joanie's business trip leads to violent encounters.

Steven Fierberg, Directed by

The Affair
Episode 510
As wildfires threaten Los Angeles, Helen and Noah are forced to run for their lives and confront old wounds along the way.

Toa Fraser, Directed by

The Affair
Episode 511
It's Whitney's wedding day and everything comes full circle.

Sarah Treem, Directed by

All Rise
Dancing In Los Angeles
In the season finale, we find the All Rise characters in quarantine at home and watch Lola come up with and execute the first online criminal trial in Los Angeles.

Michael McLeod Robin, Directed by

Altered Carbon
Nightmare Alley
Kovacs contends with ghosts from his past as he's tortured by Carrera. Poe seeks help from a fellow AI. Trepp gets a lead on the man she's after.

MJ Bassett, Directed by

Amazing Stories
The Cellar
While restoring an old Iowa farmhouse, Sam discovers a time portal in the storm cellar that transports him to 1919.

Chris Long, Directed by

Amazing Stories
The Heat
Tuka and Sterling are best friends whose bond transcends the physical world as they follow their dreams after tragedy strikes.

Sylvain White, Directed by
Anne With An E

A Strong Effort Of The Spirit Of Good

After speaking her mind in print, Anne inflames the town — but she refuses to be silenced. A secret drives Anne and Diana apart.

Paul Fox, Directed by

Anne With An E

What Can Stop The Determined Heart

As Easter approaches, Mary falls seriously ill, and everyone steps in to help. The government opens a residential school in Halifax.

Anne Wheeler, Directed by

Another Life

Across The Universe

After saying goodbye to her family on Earth, Niko wakes in space to find the Salvare off course and divided loyalties among her young crew.

Omar Madha, Directed by

Another Life

Guilt Trip

A ship malfunction leaves Niko trapped in a state of deep sleep, where she dreams again and again about the worst day of her life.

Metin Hüseyin, Directed by

Another Life

How The Light Gets Lost

Emotions run high during the Salvare's strange trip through a dark matter field. Sasha zeroes in on William's weakness. Erik receives devastating news.

Sheree Folkson, Directed by

Armistead Maupin's Tales Of The City

Days Of Small Surrenders

In a flashback to the 1960s, Anna arrives in San Francisco, befriends some trans women and starts dating a man. But she soon finds her loyalties tested.

Alan Poul, Directed by

Batwoman

A Narrow Escape

Batwoman encounters a new challenge when an old villain resurfaces; Alice's limits are tested.

Paul Wesley, Directed by
Better Call Saul

50% Off

Jimmy’s promotional stunt has unintended consequences. Nacho takes extreme measures to earn Lalo’s trust. “Saul” is a success at the courthouse, but still has yet to win Kim over. Simmering with rage and self-loathing, Mike loses his temper.

Norberto Barba, Directed by

Better Call Saul

Bad Choice Road

In the wake of Jimmy’s traumatic misadventure, Kim takes stock of what is important. Jimmy attempts to return to business as usual, but it’s more difficult than anticipated. Gus and Mike set a plan in motion.

Thomas Schnauz, Directed by

Better Call Saul

Bagman

When a simple errand for a client goes sideways, Jimmy is pushed to the limit. Mike takes measures to contain the wrath of the cartel, and Lalo gets an unexpected visitor.

Vince Gilligan, Directed by

Better Call Saul

The Guy For This

Jimmy’s business enters uncharted territory. Kim’s confidence is tested when she’s faced with a legal problem only she can solve. Nacho navigates increased pressure from Gus. Mike continues to spiral.

Michael Morris, Directed by

Better Call Saul

JMM

Jimmy and Kim build a legal firewall with help from Huell. Kim sets things straight with her clients as Jimmy is compromised by his. Gus, at war on all fronts, calms troubled waters in service of his plot to build an empire. Mike does damage control.

Melissa Bernstein, Directed by

Better Call Saul

Magic Man

Now doing business as “Saul Goodman,” Jimmy unveils an unorthodox strategy for client development that tests Kim’s tolerance of his new legal persona. Lalo searches for the mysterious “Michael,” only to discover a problem within his own operation.

Bronwen Hughes, Directed by
**Better Call Saul**

Namaste

As Jimmy doubles down on "Saul Goodman," a deeply conflicted Kim brings him an interesting proposition. Gus makes a sacrifice in order to play the long game. Mike attempts to smooth things over with his family.

Gordon Smith, Directed by

**Better Call Saul**

Something Unforgivable

Jimmy and Kim make a sideways move that takes a serious turn. Nacho gets closer to the cartel than he'd like.

Peter Gould, Directed by

**Billions**

The Chris Rock Test

Axe chases a play at Mike Prince's conference. Chuck wrestles with his demons and chooses a new path. Wendy takes the lead as Axe Cap faces a threat. Taylor confronts a figure from their past.

Lee Tamahori, Directed by

**Billions**

Contract

Axe must reckon with his past to secure his future. Chuck plots against Axe with the help of some old associates. Chuck and Wendy both try to move on, but get forced together by an emergency. Wendy and Taylor embark on a new venture.

Adam Bernstein, Directed by

**Black Lightning**

The Book Of Occupation: Chapter Four: Lynn's Ouroboros

Jefferson faces new challenges due to the shocking state of Freeland; Lynn finds herself under intense pressure as she desperately tries to find a solution to the continuing crisis in Freeland; Anissa continues her work at the clinic.

Mary Lou Belli, Directed by

**Black Mirror**

Striking Vipers

When old college friends Danny and Karl reconnect in a VR version of their favorite video game, the late-night sessions yield an unexpected discovery.

Owen Harris, Directed by
The Blacklist
The Kazanjian Brothers (No. 156/157)
The Task Force investigates an accountant who works for lucrative criminals in order to find the violent and thuggish brothers hired for his protection. Meanwhile, Liz must make a momentous decision.

Michael Caracciolo, Directed by

The Blacklist
Louis T. Steinhil (No. 27): Conclusion
Liz, Dembe and the Task Force continue to search for Red, who attempts to escape his abductors with help from a surprise ally, but discovers he is not Katarina Rostova's only target in her hunt for information.

Cort L. Hessler III, Directed by

Blood
Deep Water
In the twisty Irish psychological thriller, Jim Hogan (Adrian Dunbar, Line of Duty) returns home a year later, stripped of his medical license and determined to make amends with his family. But his path to redemption hits a roadblock, and then Fiona has a car accident that changes everything.

Maurice Sweeney, Directed by

Bluff City Law
Fire In A Crowded Theater
After a young woman is murdered Elijah and Anthony take on hate-speech in a case against a controversial leader Campbell Mathers who is represented by Elijah's old friend and attorney Rachel Madsen.

Mark Polish, Directed by

Bluff City Law
Perfect Day
Sydney and Elijah race against the clock to get political asylum for a journalist whose life is at risk. Emerson plans a Thanksgiving surprise for Elijah.

John Terlesky, Directed by

The Bold Type
Babes In Toyland
Jane volunteers to write a story about a sex club, while Kat's latest crusade may inspire her to start dating. Meanwhile Sutton each struggle with new duties at Scarlet.

Kimberly McCullough, Directed by
**The Bold Type**

Snow Day

A blizzard halts NYC, and Kat is trapped at her new job with her nemesis. Sutton struggles to balance her career and relationship. Jane tries to emulate Jacqueline’s leadership with her new staff. Oliver comes face to face with his ex.

Melora Hardin, Directed by

---

**The Bold Type**

Some Kind Of Wonderful

Sutton and Richard’s wedding day is here, and Sutton is faced with a big decision. Jane tries to celebrate her friends, while struggling to process recent discoveries. And Kat’s continuing crusade against the board has unexpected and life-altering consequences.

Victor Nelli, Jr., Directed by

---

**Bosch**

The Ace Hotel

Chandler brokers a plea deal that leads to a confession. Bosch digs deeper into a street hustle involving Daisy, but Elizabeth causes trouble when she pursues a lead on her own. Irving pitches a new task force combating homelessness, and Billets puts Vega and Pierce in an awkward position.

Zetna Fuentes, Directed by

---

**Bosch**

Copy Cat

Judge Sobel hears Chandler’s objections to Bosch’s key evidence against Alicia Kent. Irving’s new task force has a win. Hovan and Edgar are on the verge of bringing down Avril. Billets gets a call from IA, and Bosch uncovers a chilling connection in the Daisy Clayton case.

Ernest Dickerson, Directed by

---

**Bosch**

Dark Sacred Night

Bosch closes in on a suspect in the Daisy Clayton murder. Edgar discovers Avril is as cunning as ever. The car czar makes a hard play to force Irving out of the mayoral race, and IA investigates the complaint against Billets. In Bosch’s crosshairs, Daisy’s killer makes a shocking confession.

Tara Nicole Weyr, Directed by

---

**Bosch**

Money, Honey

Bosch dives deeper into Daisy Clayton’s troubled past. Edgar scrambles to find evidence confirming Bosch’s suspicions in the Kent case. Hovan goes undercover to learn more about Avril’s criminal dealings. Crate and Barrel return to the Homicide table, but their celebration is overshadowed by bad news.

Trey Batchelor, Directed by
The Boys

The Female Of The Species

The Boys follow the Compound V trail where they discover The Female. Meanwhile, Madelyn Stillwell’s plan to get Supes into national defense is derailed.

Fred Toye, Directed by

The Boys

The Name Of The Game

When a Supe kills the love of his life, A/V salesman Hughie Campbell teams up with Billy Butcher, a vigilante hell-bent on punishing corrupt Supes -- and Hughie's life will never be the same again.

Dan Trachtenberg, Directed by

Carnival Row

Grieve No More

Philo consults a Haruspex in an effort to find clues about the killer. Vignette grows closer with her newfound family. Upon Jonah’s return home, his parents cast a more watchful eye over him as a new player makes a splash in Parliament. Imogen brings Agreus into her circle.

Andy Goddard, Directed by

Carnival Row

Some Dark God Wakes

Rycroft “Philo” Philostrate investigates “Unseelie Jack”, a mysterious assailant with a grudge against the fae. Vignette Stonemoss barely escapes Tirnanoc with her life and arrives in The Burgue looking for a fresh start. Imogen Spurnrose meets her new neighbor. In Parliament, the fight over the critch heats up.

Thor Freudenthal, Directed by

Chicago Fire

Badlands

Brett and Foster question the suspicious circumstances surrounding a brutal attack at a juvenile detention center, which leaves them searching for the truth. A convoluted new technology installed inside Firehouse 51 tests everybody’s patience. Kidd gets chosen to represent the district at a leadership conference.

Olivia Newman, Directed by

Chicago Fire

Sacred Ground

In the season 8 premiere, the mattress factory fire spirals out of control, while truck and squad lay it on the line in hopes of getting the trapped victims out alive.

Reza Tabrizi, Directed by
Chicago Med
The Ghosts Of The Past
Dr. Manning and Dr. Charles assist in a complicated case helping a child who they quickly learn is no stranger to the ED. Dr. Crockett and Dr. Choi tend to a police officer with a mysterious gunshot wound. Relationships are put to the test as secrets are revealed.

Michael Waxman, Directed by

Chicago Med
Never Going Back To Normal
Will and Natalie face the aftermath of a horrific car incident and battle for their lives. An investigation follows the suspicious death of the elder Rhodes, Cornelius. Maggie receives life changing news and Dr. Charles cuts his honeymoon short to tend to a young patient he suspects might have schizophrenia.

Michael Pressman, Directed by

Chicago P.D.
I Was Here
After receiving a distressing 911 call, Burgess enlists the team's help to track down a girl caught up in a sex-trafficking ring.

Charles S. Carroll, Directed by

Chicago P.D.
Silence Of The Night
Atwater goes undercover to take down a gun-trafficking ring, but discovers an officer from his past is undercover in the same organization.

Eriq La Salle, Directed by

Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina
Chapter Twenty-One: The Hellbound Heart

Rob Seidenglanz, Directed by

Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina
Chapter Twenty-Six: All Of Them Witches
Zelda attempts to forge a supernatural alliance, Sabrina and the gang work with Caliban, and Hilda's transformation takes a terrifying turn.

Michael Goi, Directed by
**City On A Hill**

The Night Flynn Sent The Cops On The Ice

FBI Agent Jackie Rohr does not mind the culture of corruption or quid-pro-quo politics. But District Attorney Decourcy Ward wants to uproot the system. When an armored truck heist in Revere leaves three guards missing, Jackie and Decourcy find themselves in a faux-alliance that may, ultimately, turn into something real.

Michael Cuesta, Directed by

---

**City On A Hill**

There Are No F**king Sides

Jackie thinks he's a step closer to glory - but Decourcy is the one in a position to negotiate. Jimmy and Frankie must find a new dealer, while Cathy and Jenny struggle to comfort their daughters who’ve undergone trauma. Rachel decides to take her investigation into her own hands.

Kyra Sedgwick, Directed by

---

**Claws**

Finna

It's Desna's birthday, and she's faced with a tough decision as her future with Roller comes into question. As the walls close in on Desna's Queendom, she is forced to make a choice no one would have expected, while her conflict with Quiet Ann comes to a head.

Dale Stern, Directed by

---

**Council Of Dads**

Fight Or Flight

Anthony arrives at the storm-ravaged Perry home to find Robin and Theo in peril, and Oliver puts all his medical skills to work when Sage goes into early labor. Meanwhile, the future of the Crab Shack is left hanging in the balance from the storm damage and the Perry kids

Tony Phelan, Directed by

---

**Council Of Dads**

Pilot

The Perry family comes together to deal with dad Scott Perry's health crisis. Scott reveals he has a plan to create a “Council of Dads” that would be there for the family if anything should happen to him.

James Strong, Directed by

---

**Craig Ross Jr's Monogamy**

Once Upon A Time In Vegas

Our 4 couples enter into the next phase of The Experiment after making their initial decisions about their marriages. Here they are given a 3-day reprieve in a Las Vegas Resort to better understand those decisions and an opportunity to change them...or not.

Craig Ross Jr., Directed by
The Crown
Aberfan
Following a tragic accident at a Welsh mining village that quickly becomes political, both Elizabeth and Wilson struggle with their responses.

Benjamin Caron, Directed by

The Crown
Cri de Coeur
As her marriage disintegrates, Margaret seeks comfort elsewhere. But her fragile state of mind and lack of family support make true happiness elusive.

Jessica Hobbs, Directed by

Dare Me
Coup D'Etat
A small-town cheerleading squad is rocked by disturbing events when a new coach arrives.

Steph Green, Directed by

David Makes Man
Some I Love Who Are Dead
Family drama, tension and violence ensue as the hurricane hits south Florida. More about Raynan's home life is revealed; Gloria exposes a disturbing secret about her childhood; Seren takes off.

Cheryl Dunye, Directed by

Daybreak
Josh vs. The Apocalypse: Part 1
Sure, Los Angeles is now a post-apocalyptic wasteland, but it's not all bad. In fact, for C-student survivor Josh Wheeler, it's a big improvement.

Brad Peyton, Directed by

The Deuce
The Camera Loves You
On the eve of 1985, Vincent reconnects with his ex-wife, Andrea, as his open relationship with Abby grows more distant. Despite becoming a family man, Frankie continues risky side hustles. With the VHS format shaking up their industry, Candy and Harvey travel to Las Vegas for an adult film convention.

Alex Hall, Directed by

Doctor Who
Ascension Of The Cybermen
In the far future, the Doctor and her friends face a brutal battle across the farthest reaches of space to protect the last of the human race against the deadly Cybermen.

Jamie Magnus Stone, Directed by
**Elementary**

*Unfriended*

Holmes and Watson join forces with Holmes' father, Morland (John Noble), to enlist his vast criminal network to help disassemble tech billionaire Odin Reichenbach's crime prevention system.

Lucy Liu, Directed by

---

**Emergence**

*Applied Sciences*

Jo and Brooks assemble an unlikely team as they attempt to communicate with Piper. Meanwhile, Piper is intent on saving Benny from Helen's mysterious mission, and Alex receives a life-changing offer.

J. Miller Tobin, Directed by

---

**Empire**

*I Am Who I Am*

While on a road trip, Cookie, Candace and Carol take a painful trip down memory lane.

Ishai Setton, Directed by

---

**Euphoria**

*And Salt The Earth Behind You*

In the season finale, it's the winter formal at East Highland.

Sam Levinson, Directed by

---

**Evil**

*Genesis 1*

Forensic psychologist Kristen Bouchard is hired by the Catholic Church to work with David Acosta, a priest-in-training, and contractor Ben Shakir, to determine whether a serial killer is possessed by a demon or merely a psychopath.

Robert King, Directed by

---

**The Expanse**

*New Terra*

The crew of the Roci investigates a strange protomolecule ruin on an alien planet. Bobbie copes with civilian life on Mars. Drummer and Ashford battle with piracy in the Belt.

Breck Eisner, Directed by

---

**FBI**

*Codename: Ferdinand*

The team digs into the car crash and death of a freelance photographer, with more to it than meets the eye. The death strikes a chord with Maggie, who sympathizes with the recently widowed wife due to similarities with her own husband's death.

Alex Zakrzewski, Directed by
FBI
Emotional Rescue
The FBI team investigates a drug deal gone bad after the body of a college student is found. Also, Detective Hailey Upton (Tracy Spiridakos) temporarily joins the team and finds her usual investigative methods clash with the Bureau's more buttoned-up environment.

Monica Raymund, Directed by

FBI
Little Egypt
A bomb explosion in "Little Egypt" leaves the community reeling after the apparent anti-Muslim attack. OA goes undercover in order to help prevent a possible retaliation against the people of New York City.

Arthur W. Forney, Directed by

FBI: Most Wanted
Ghosts
After the disappearance of his daughter is ignored by local police, a Native American man decides to take matters into his own hands. When his search escalates to murder, the team must track him down before his crusade claims any more lives.

Rose Troche, Directed by

FBI: Most Wanted
Reveille
After taking down a terrorist, the FBI and their Fugitive Task Force partners turn their attention to the terrorist's wife who escaped with one million dollars and is determined to follow through with her husband’s deadly plan.

Fred Berner, Directed by

Fear The Walking Dead
The End Of Everything
Althea chases a story with dogged determination, putting the mission, and her life in danger.

Michael E. Satrazemis, Directed by

The Feed
Episode 1
In the near future, people's minds are connected to The Feed, giving them instant connectivity. When something or someone invades The Feed, its creator must seek the help of his estranged son.

Carl Tibbetts, Directed by

The Flash
The Exorcism Of Nash Wells
Berry Allen (Grant Gustin) takes on a dangerous new meta named Sunshine, while Cisco (Carlos Valdes) sets out to help Nash (Tom Cavanagh) exfoliate a very powerful demon.

Eric Dean Seaton, Directed by
**For All Mankind**

Red Moon

NASA is in crisis as the Soviets land the first man on the moon in 1969, the beginning of an alternate history.

Seth Gordon, Directed by

---

**For Life**

Do Us Part

Aaron struggles to balance the demands of his own case with the needs of an inmate who’s fighting for the right to marry his dying girlfriend. Safiya defies the Prison Board, jeopardizing Anya’s campaign as well as their marriage.

Russell Fine, Directed by

---

**For Life**

Fathers

When Maskins and Cyrus Hunt try to thwart Aaron’s attempt at a retrial, Aaron is forced to attempt a desperate move, risking the wrath of a powerful new adversary. The election comes to a head as Safiya tries to warn Aaron that he is now a marked man.

Hank Steinberg, Directed by

---

**For Life**

I Used To Be Like You (Pilot)

An incarcerated man becomes a lawyer, litigating cases for other inmates while fighting to overturn his own wrongful conviction. Aaron’s struggle, and his complicated relationship with a female prison warden explores the flaws in our penal and legal systems.

George Tillman Jr., Directed by

---

**God Friended Me**

Raspberry Pie

Miles is confused when the God Account sends him his own name as a friend suggestion. Rakesh discovers that Miles’ Facebook account has been cloned turning their attention to the hacker, a teenage computer prodigy. Also, Ali begins fertility treatments in an effort to freeze her eggs before beginning chemo.

Joe Morton, Directed by

---

**Godfather Of Harlem**

Chickens Come Home To Roost

In the days following the assassination of JFK, Bumpy (Forest Whitaker) must defend himself against murder charges and send his family away for safety. Malcom (Nigél Thatch) is expelled from the Nation and Bumpy realizes he will have to protect his friend against a slew of enemies.

Joe Chappelle, Directed by
Goliath
The Subsidence Adventure
The unexpected death of an old friend takes Billy McBride to California’s Central Valley, where a record drought has made water more valuable than human life.

Lawrence Trilling, Directed by

The Good Doctor
Autopsy
When Dr. Shaun makes an emotional confession and he becomes obsessed with performing an autopsy on a Jane Doe, which challenges his relationships at the hospital; and Dr. Claire Browne, Dr. Morgan Reznick and Dr. Marcus Andrews treat a male college student with a mysterious split personality disorder.

Freddie Highmore, Directed by

The Good Doctor
I Love You
In the second episode of the two-part finale, our doctors work against time and their own personal safety to save the lives of those around them.

David Shore, Directed by

The Good Fight
The Gang Deals With Alternate Reality
Diane Lockhart (Christine Baranski) finds herself living in an alternate reality where Donald Trump was never elected and Hillary Clinton is the current president of the United States. While Diane’s liberal self is overjoyed, she soon realizes how a different outcome of the 2016 election might have unexpected consequences.

Brooke Kennedy, Directed by

The Good Fight
The Gang Gets A Call From HR
When DNC head Frank Landau asks Reddick, Boseman & Lockhart for help with a plan to engage African-American voters, the discussion turns personal for one partner. Determined to sue Rare Orchard, Diane is shocked to learn that documents associated with the case are missing. Marissa befriends an STR Laurie associate.

Tess Malone, Directed by

Good Girls
Find Your Beach
Beth makes a new friend while struggling to process her guilt over Rio’s death. Meanwhile, the women perfect their latest business venture just as Agent Turner and his surprising informant complicate their plans to launch.

Michael Weaver, Directed by
**Good Girls**

Nana

Beth agrees to pick up a mysterious package for Rio in order to get back in his good graces. Just as Annie finds unexpected support from Josh, she receives devastating news about an old friend. Meanwhile, Stan has a surprise for Ruby that makes her question their involvement with crime.

Phil Traill, Directed by

**Good Trouble**

Daylight

A culmination of four of the main characters waking up to the situation they are in. As if with ‘daylight’ they can see more clearly. One lied. One realizes her boyfriend has different values. One needs to wake to her white privilege and one to her possible arrest.

Finola Hughes, Directed by

**Good Trouble**

In The Middle

Mariana’s app gets an accelerated launch timeline that puts stress on her and her team, especially when Gael lands a potential new personal art opportunity that conflicts with a big presentation for Evan. Callie finds herself in the middle of a power struggle at the Legal Aid offices.

Jay Chandrasekhar, Directed by

**Good Trouble**

Palatines Day

An electrical storm plunges the city of Los Angeles into darkness, sparking an alcohol and hallucinogenic fueled Valentine’s Day party that won’t soon be forgotten. Drinking games, lap dances and ill-advised aerial acrobatics punctuate the night, but for Callie and Mariana emotions rage as intensely as the storm outside.

Heather Tom, Directed by

**Good Trouble**

Trap Heals

The Coterie members attend Trap Heals while facing tough decisions. Malika feels the weight of her fractured family and Isaac’s anxiety. Callie deals with a moral dilemma. Mariana is blindsided by a confession from someone. Gael struggles with Dennis’ request and Davia worries about rocking the boat at school.

Jeff Byrd, Directed by

**Good Trouble**

Twenty Fine

Malika asks the Coterie crew to create performance pieces as her present, leading to a night of improv and revelations.

Chandra Wilson, Directed by
Good Trouble
Unfiltered
Davia's mother comes to town and stirs up old issues; Callie and Malika make some mistakes attempting to do some good; Mariana is confronted by the other women on the grievance committee.

Laura Nisbet-Peters, Directed by

Greenleaf
Gratitude
Bob Whitmore returns to Calvary. Phil asks Charity for a very important yes. Fernando Amable gives Kerissa information about the Greenleaf's hazy past. Lady Mae considers an offer that would help her achieve her dream.

Clement Virgo, Directed by

Greenleaf
The Stranger
Grace, Lady Mae and the bishop sit down with AJ after the police stop by and question them about a robbery AJ possibly committed. Worried that AJ's actions will further taint the family's reputation, Lady Mae menacingly interrogates AJ and demands to know the truth.

Lisa Leone, Directed by

Grey's Anatomy
Leave A Light On
Alex has been missing for the past couple of months. His wife Jo, his bestie Meredith, and his peers Dr. Bailey and Dr. Webber are beyond concerned. This episode answers where he has gone and why. In giving these answers, it compels us to explore from the very beginning.

Debbie Allen, Directed by

Grey's Anatomy
Snowblind
During a major blizzard Meredith and Carina question DeLuca's uncharacteristic behavior when he volunteers to perform a life threatening task. Bailey tries to help Joey with his future while Richard trains a new intern (Beanie Feldstein of "Booksmart") who ends up being the lost patient Levi is looking for.

Linda Klein, Directed by

Grey's Anatomy
Put On A Happy Face
Battling against time, the doctors of Grey Sloan Memorial Hospital join forces to fight for Dr. Richard Webber's life, as Andrew's sanity fails him. On her wedding day, Teddy is forced to choose between two loves, as Owen discovers the truth from an accidental and, very erotic butt-dialed message.

Deborah M. Pratt, Directed by
**The Handmaid's Tale**

*Bear Witness*

Ready to strike back at her oppressors, June starts making arrangements for an ambitious plan, but a devious ploy on the part of Commander Waterford threatens to derail her. In Canada, hope turns to tragedy for Moira, Luke, and Emily.

Daina Reid, Directed by

---

**The Handmaid's Tale**

*Mayday*

With her plan in place, June reaches the point of no return on her bold strike against Gilead and must decide how far she's willing to go. Serena Joy and Commander Waterford attempt to find their way forward in their new lives.

Mike Barker, Directed by

---

**Hightown**

*The Best You’ll Feel All Day*

Jackie goes on a bender, threatening everything she’s got going for her, throwing her sobriety out the window, and ultimately putting Krista Collins in danger like never before. Junior has to prove himself in a new way. Ray and Renee go on a date.

Eagle Egilsson, Directed by

---

**Hightown**

*Love You Like A Sister*

NMFS (National Marine Fisheries Service) agent Jackie Quiñones has a wrench thrown in her fun, free-wheeling, booze-addled life when she uncovers a dead body on the beach, plunging her into the center of a complicated – and dangerous – opioid ring investigation.

Rachel Morrison, Directed by

---

**His Dark Materials**

*Armour*

Lyra and the Gyptians arrive in the North, and seek the help of the Witches’ Consul, Texan aeronaut Lee Scoresby and an armored bear in service to the town.

Otto Bathurst, Directed by

---

**His Dark Materials**

*Betrayal*

Season finale. As the Magisterium closes in, Lyra learns more about Asriel's rebellion, but her assistance to him comes at great personal cost.

Jamie Childs, Directed by
**His Dark Materials**

The Daemon-Cages

Lyra discovers the horrific truth behind the Gobbler's activities in the North. She must now use all her wits to help free those around her and avoid suffering a terrible fate.

Euros Lyn, Directed by

---

**Home Before Dark**

Bigger Than All Of Us

Significant new evidence is dredged up from a nearby lake. Hilde (Brooklynn Prince) discovers that it's the beginning of a much larger mystery.

Rosemary Rodriguez, Directed by

---

**Home Before Dark**

Magic Hour

Young reporter Hilde Lisko and her family are settling into their new life in a small town—until a shocking event changes everything.

Jon M. Chu, Directed by

---

**Homecoming**

Giant

Jackie finds her car and heads to the address on the car registration - the home of Alex Eastman and Audrey Temple, before following Audrey to the Geist headquarters. Audrey confronts Leonard Geist in his greenhouse. Audrey spots Jackie in a crowd and kisses her, calling her "Alex."

Kyle Patrick Alvarez, Directed by

---

**Homeland**

Designated Driver

No one admits to anything!

Michael Offer, Directed by

---

**Homeland**

In Full Flight

Carrie and Yvgeney search the black markets for the missing flight recorder; Carrie thinks she's outmaneuvered Yvgeney, but he steals the recorder from her, after learning the helicopter crash was an accident. A nuclear confrontation appears imminent as the President ignores Saul's advice and plays nuclear brinksmanship.

Dan Attias, Directed by

---

**Homeland**

Prisoners Of War

Series finale.

Lesli Linka Glatter, Directed by
**How To Get Away With Murder**

Stay

Series finale. The verdict in Annalise's murder trial, shootings on the courthouse steps. The outcomes for Bonnie, Frank, Nate, Connor, Oliver, Michaela, Tegan and Governor Birkhead. The funeral for Annalise.

Stephen Cragg, Directed by

**Hunters**

In The Belly Of The Whale

Pilot. After his grandmother, a Holocaust Survivor, is murdered by an unknown assailant, comic-book-loving, Brooklynite Jonah Heidelbaum meets Meyer Offerman, a mysterious millionaire who knows more about the murder than he lets on. Meanwhile, FBI Agent Millie Morris investigates the mysterious death of an elderly NASA scientist down in Florida.

Alfonso Gomez-Rejon, Directed by

**Hunters**

The Pious Thieves

The Hunter's plan to rob a Swiss banker with Nazi ties is interwoven with the heartbreaking journey of a wedding ring that survived Auschwitz and ended in the bank's hidden vault of stolen riches. Millie digs deeper to find connections between Meyer (Pacino), and recent murders of Nazis in America.

Nelson McCormick, Directed by

**Hunters**

Ruth 1:16

At their daughter's wedding, Mindy and Murray grapple with the horrors of their past while Jonah finds new opportunities to connect with his Jewish faith. As Biff navigates Capitol Hill, Travis proceeds to confront The Hunters directly. Millie makes a discovery that implicates the government in bringing Nazis to America.

Millicent Shelton, Directed by

**Jett**

Miljan Bestic

Before a fateful meeting with Bestic, Jett plans to be free of him. When the two come face to face, Bestic reveals the origins of his feud with Charlie. As the situation becomes increasingly perilous, Jett realizes she's in danger of losing the very thing she holds most dear.

Sebastian Gutierrez, Directed by

**Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal: Age Of Resistance**

She Knows All The Secrets

A missing Landstrider herd and an unexpected visit from the Skeksis put the All-Maudra on edge. Aughra summons Rian and the others to Dream Space.

Louis Leterrier, Directed by
**Keeping Faith**

**Episode 4**

Eve Myles stars as Faith, a lawyer, wife and mother, as she reels from the sudden reemergence of her husband and a new mystery involving a farmer accused of murdering her husband. Faith vows to find William’s killer as Evan approaches early release. Filmed among the beautiful Welsh countryside.

Pip Broughton, Directed by

---

**Killing Eve**

**Are You From Pinner?**

Villanelle returns home to Mother Russia to try to find her family. Perhaps a new connection to her roots will give her back what’s been missing from her life.

Shannon Murphy, Directed by

---

**Killing Eve**

**Are You Leading Or Am I?**

Konstantin makes a break for it. Carolyn might have finally found what she’s looking for. Eve and Villanelle try to work out what the future may hold for them... together or apart.

Damon Thomas, Directed by

---

**Killing Eve**

**Still Got It**

It's Eve's birthday and she's trying to patch things up with Niko. Villanelle receives good news about her upcoming promotion but can't shake the feeling that there's still something missing from her life. Dasha seeks a solution to Villanelle's erratic behavior.

Miranda Bowen, Directed by

---

**The L Word: Generation Q**

**Lapse in Judgment**

Tensions run high on election night as Bette and Dani await the results. Shane and Quiara go through their most difficult challenge yet, while Alice takes a big swing on her show. Sophie and Dani consider another big step in their relationship, and Finley is forced to confront her feelings.

Marja-Lewis Ryan, Directed by

---

**Law & Order: Special Victims Unit**

**She Paints For Vengeance**

After a sexual assault investigation is stalled for months, a woman puts her accusations against a popular athlete on a billboard. Starring Mariska Hargitay, Ice T, Kelli Giddish, Peter Scanavino and Jamie Gray Hyder. Guest starring Tonya Glanz and Wolé Parks.

Mariska Hargitay, Directed by
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

The Things We Have To Lose

As Carisi begins the long-anticipated trial of Sir Toby Moore, the SVU faces setbacks in several other cases.

Juan Campanella, Directed by

Legion

Chapter 23
A family history.

Daniel Kwan, Directed by

Legion

Chapter 27
The end of the end.

Noah Hawley, Directed by
John Cameron, Directed by

Limetown

Answers
Lia receives all the answers she's been seeking.

Rebecca Thomas, Directed by

Lincoln Rhyme: Hunt For The Bone Collector

Game On
The Bone Collector challenges Lincoln, Amelia, and the team with a trifecta of victims across New York City. But as our team races to solve the clue trails before it's too late, Lincoln must come to terms with the Bone Collector's real target - his own ego.

Gary Fleder, Directed by

Lincoln Rhyme: Hunt For The Bone Collector

Open Warfare
Part one of a two-part finale, The Bone Collector's name and face are all over the news. Staying one step ahead of our team, The Bone Collector puts his ultimate revenge plan into action by targeting those closest to Lincoln, including Amelia.

Steve Shill, Directed by

Locke & Key

Crown Of Shadows
The battle over the Omega Key leads to decisions that can't be undone — and a dangerous door that promises plenty of trouble ahead.

Vincenzo Natali, Directed by
Locke & Key
Dissection
The Locke family faces their worst nightmare when the person responsible for shattering their lives resurfaces and demands one of the keys.

Dawn Wilkinson, Directed by

London Kills
Turf Wars
The riveting team of top murder detectives return to investigate new cases in the world’s most exciting city. When a father and son are shot execution-style in broad daylight, the detectives immediately suspect a gangland hit and worry the violence could escalate. David tries to apprehend crime kingpin Adrian Cook.

Sean Glynn, Directed by

Lost In Space
Severed
The fast-spreading contaminant leaves Penny, Smith and friends stranded in tight quarters. Will and Maureen set out with Adler to find the Robot.

Tim Southam, Directed by

Lost In Space
Shipwrecked
Seven months later, marooned on a watery planet, the Robinsons make a risky bid to power up their Jupiter, and Will vows to track down the Robot.

Alex Graves, Directed by

Luther
501
A new spate of nightmarish murders brings DCI John Luther to once again face the depths of human depravity on the streets of London. As the body count rises, and gangster George Cornelius applies his own pressure, can Luther catch a killer and save his own neck?

Jamie Payne, Directed by

Magnum P.I.
A Bullet Named Fate
A guilt-ridden Magnum follows the clues his private investigator friend, Harry Brown, left behind when he was shot while working a case Thomas passed onto him. Also, TC helps Kumu lead a protest against construction on a Hawaiian sacred site.

Doug Hannah, Directed by
**Magnum P.I.**

A Leopard On The Prowl

Magnum and Higgins help Rick when his father figure, Icepick (Corbin Bernsen returns), straight out of prison and battling terminal cancer, gets double crossed on one last score. Also, Magnum makes a bold move to help Higgins stay in the country.

Bryan Spicer, Directed by

---

**The Man In The High Castle**

Fire From The Gods

On the brink of Nazi invasion, the BCR brace for impact as Kido races against the clock to find his son. Childan offers everything he has to make his way back to Yukiko. Helen must choose whether or not to betray her husband.

Daniel Percival, Directed by

---

**The Mandalorian**

Chapter 1: The Mandalorian

Series premiere. In the lawless aftermath of the Galactic Empire’s collapse, an armored bounty hunter known as the Mandalorian accepts a well-paying yet cryptic assignment. Upon discovering the fifty-year old bounty is a young being called “the Child,” the Mandalorian makes a decision to keep him alive.

Dave Filoni, Directed by

---

**The Mandalorian**

Chapter 2: The Child

The Mandalorian enlists the help of Kuiil to negotiate with scavengers who have stripped his ship. For the parts, they demand a mudhorn’s egg -- a rare delicacy -- which the Mandalorian is able to retrieve with the unexpected help of the Child.

Rick Famuyiwa, Directed by

---

**The Mandalorian**

Chapter 3: The Sin

True to the Bounty Hunter’s Guild code, the Mandalorian delivers the Child to the client, but goes back to rescue him when he senses the former Imperial’s deadly intentions. Mando battles the client’s stormtroopers and Guild leader Greef Karga (Carl Weathers) with help from his fellow Mandalorians.

Deborah Chow, Directed by

---

**The Mandalorian**

Chapter 4: Sanctuary

The Mandalorian seeks to lay low on a remote planet where he meets ex-Rebel soldier Cara Dune (Gina Carano). When Mando is approached by farmers to defend their ransacked village, he enlists Cara’s help to train the villagers in combat.

Bryce Dallas Howard, Directed by
The Mandalorian
Chapter 8: Redemption
Season finale. Moff Gideon (Giancarlo Esposito) has trapped Mando, Cara and Greef, threatening to destroy them with his deadly arsenal. He’s a formidable adversary, and has detailed intel on each of his opponents. All seems lost until IG-11, with the Child in tow, blows through town, guns blazing.

Taika Waititi, Directed by

Marvel's Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.
Out Of The Past
It was another average morning on July 22, 1955, when Agent Phil Coulson realized the importance of that day in the S.H.I.E.L.D. history books. With a chip on his shoulder, he’d set into motion a chain of events that would hopefully preserve the timeline as we know it.

Garry A. Brown, Directed by

Marvel's Jessica Jones
A.K.A. You're Welcome
Tensions run high between Jessica and Trish as Trish hones her new catlike skills and scours the city for a chance to be a hero.

Krysten Ritter, Directed by

Marvel's Jessica Jones
A.K.A Everything
An old friend visits Jessica as she sets out on an agonizing mission and learns the true cost of being a hero.

Neasa Hardiman, Directed by

Marvel's Jessica Jones
A.K.A Hellcat
Trish revisits her troubled childhood with Dorothy while plotting to stop Sallinger and stamp out evil across the city.

Jennifer Getzinger, Directed by

Mayans M.C.
Hunahpu
The need for justice ignites tough decisions for the Reyes brothers and the MC.

Elgin James, Directed by

Mayans M.C.
Xaman-Ek
As EZ and Angel reconnect, complications arise for the M.C. and Galindo.

Batán Silva, Directed by
**Mayans M.C.**
*Xbalanque*
The Reyes family is divided and the M.C. uncovers an internal leak.

Kevin Dowling, Directed by

---

**Mayans M.C.**
*Xquic*
An unexpected storm kicks up dust south of the border, as old family secrets bleed into familial affairs.

Rachel Goldberg, Directed by

---

**Messiah**
*The Finger Of God*
Appearing inexplicably during a Texas tornado, al-Masih quietly moves pastor Felix to embrace a new purpose. But Eva -- and the FBI -- quickly close in.

James McTeigue, Directed by

---

**Messiah**
*We Will Not All Sleep*
Jibril has a striking vision in the desert. Eva finally gets hard intel on al-Masih, whose devotees form a convoy to follow him out of Texas.

Kate Woods, Directed by

---

**A Million Little Things**
*Guilty*
Gary confronts his past; Maggie finally talks to Eric; Regina's adoption news to her mother causes tension to their already complex relationship.

Pete Chatmon, Directed by

---

**Mindhunter**
*Episode 2*
To glean insight into the elusive BTK killer, Bill and Holden interview the Son of Sam, who makes a startling admission.

David Fincher, Directed by

---

**Mindhunter**
*Episode 5*
Bill's devastating family situation spills over during his interview with Holden's holy-grail subject: Charles Manson. Wendy's new romance heats up.

Andrew Dominik, Directed by
Mindhunter
Episode 9
The investigation zeroes in on a prime suspect who proves surprisingly adept at manipulating a volatile situation to his advantage.

Carl Franklin, Directed by

The Morning Show
The Interview
Season finale. TMS faces a fateful day as a plan to shake up UBA is set in motion.

Mimi Leder, Directed by

The Morning Show
The Pendulum Swings
TMS covers the California wildfire, while Alex and Bradley struggle to keep their relationship from going up in flames.

Tucker Gates, Directed by

Motherland: Fort Salem
Say The Words
A trio of witches are trained to become powerful weapons for the American military.

Steven A. Adelson, Directed by

Mr. Robot
405 Method Not Allowed
no xmas lolz for dom. darelliot gives a run-around. krista plays hookie. quiet pls, the show is on.

Sam Esmail, Directed by

My Brilliant Friend: The Story Of A New Name
Chapter 9: The New Name
Season premiere. With Lila on her honeymoon on the Amalfi Coast, Elena struggles to handle school and her relationship with Antonio. When Lila returns with visible bruises on her body, the two girls revert to their natural closeness and Lila's will to take revenge against her husband grows.

Saverio Costanzo, Directed by

Narcos: Mexico
Ruben Zuno Arce
Multiple advisers counsel Félix to go into hiding as the Americans close in on the men involved in Kiki's murder. Amado helps Acosta resolve a feud.

Amat Escalante, Directed by
**Narcos: Mexico**

Salva El Tigre

While celebrating his 40th birthday, Félix worries about his associates’ loyalty and confronts Pacho. Walt and his team plan retaliatory kidnappings.

 Andrés Baiz, Directed by

---

**NCIS: Los Angeles**

Murder Of Crows

The team helps a former NCIS tech operator search for her missing ex-partner, whom they fear might be working with the gun runners they failed to take down years ago; Deeks reels when his bar gets a negative review.

 Suzanne Saltz, Directed by

---

**New Amsterdam**

The Island

When an inmate comes in with an entirely preventable illness, Max, Sharpe, and Iggy head directly to the source - Rikers Island. Meanwhile, Bloom struggles with her recovery, and Reynolds gets news that could change his life.

 Michael Slovis, Directed by

---

**New Amsterdam**

Righteous Right Hand

When a group of women on a retreat end up in the ED, Max gets some troubling information that could put a patient in jeopardy. Meanwhile, Sharpe and Kapoor work together to mend fences between two feuding sisters.

 Peter Horton, Directed by

---

**New Amsterdam**

Sabbath

Max races against the clock to rearrange the budget when faced with employees going unpaid, while Kapoor is presented with a device that’s the future of medicine. Meanwhile, Iggy goes against the norms to prove a diagnosis and Bloom gets an unexpected visitor.

 Ryan Egggold, Directed by

---

**The New Pope**

Episode 7

A papal doctor and his wife struggle with their sick son and witness a miracle. Pius XIII's devotees grow resigned and change course. An attack on Vatican soil shakes Brannox and prompts him to admit a hard truth. Sofia comes to Voiello for advice on how to handle the Pope.

 Paolo Sorrentino, Directed by
9-1-1
Athena Begins
When a murder weapon from a case close to Athena in the early '90s resurfaces, flashbacks to 1989 show how Athena joined the LAPD and became the police officer she is today.

Tasha Smith, Directed by

9-1-1
Rage
Michael, May, and Harry experience a traumatic "driving whilst black" traffic stop with an officer using excessive force prompting Athena to take matters into her own hands.

Jann Turner, Directed by

9-1-1
Sink Or Swim
A massive tsunami hits the Santa Monica Pier, placing Buck and Christopher's lives in danger.

Bradley Buecker, Directed by

NOS4A2
The Shorter Way
Vic, a young New England high school student, discovers her supernatural abilities as the immortal Charlie Manx goes on the hunt for children.

Kari Skogland, Directed by

On Becoming A God In Central Florida
The Gloomy-Zoomies
Krystal networks her way into an opportunity in the beauty pageant industry. Cody tries to be his own workhorse. Ernie builds a time capsule.

Jeremy Podeswa, Directed by

On Becoming A God In Central Florida
Many Masters
Obie and Louise Garbeau host a lavish motivational retreat at Paradise Cay for Washington-level entrepreneurs.

Daniel Scheinert, Directed by

On Becoming A God In Central Florida
The Stinker Thinker
Krystal Stubbs doubles down on her husband's dreams while he wrestles with leaving his J-O-B. Cody loses a friend, but meets his hero.

Charlie McDowell, Directed by
Orange Is The New Black

God Bless America
Maria tries to make peace with Gloria. Karla and Blanca plead their cases. Figueroa stands up to Litvack. Piper attends a posh fundraiser with Zelda.

Diego Velasco, Directed by

Orange Is The New Black

Here's Where We Get Off
Tearful farewells, emotional tributes, new beginnings. Say goodbye to the women of Litchfield in the series finale.

Mark A. Burley, Directed by

Orange Is The New Black

The Hidey Hole
Competition forces Daya to find a new mule. Piper decides to come out as a felon. Karla asks to leave for a custody hearing. Shani confides in Nicky.

Natasha Lyonne, Directed by

Orange Is The New Black

Minority Deport
Aleida tries to keep her teen daughter out of trouble. Piper and Cal shed their responsibilities for a day. Blanca navigates the legal system.

Laura Prepon, Directed by

Outer Banks

The Ball Tower
With his options dwindling and enemies closing in, John B looks for an exit plan. Sarah feels pressured to pick a side. Pope lets his emotions out.

Jonas Pate, Directed by

Outlander

The Ballad Of Roger Mac
The Regulator Rebellion reaches a boiling point, forcing Jamie to confront the consequence of his divided loyalties. Brianna remembers critical details pertaining to the Battle, forcing Roger to cross behind enemy lines and into grave danger. Claire's attempts to treat the wounded are threatened by the volatile Brown brothers.

Stephen Woolfenden, Directed by
The Outsider
Fish In A Barrel
When the body of an 11-year-old boy is found in Georgia, detective Ralph Anderson launches an investigation into the gruesome murder. With eyewitnesses and physical evidence pointing to local teacher and baseball coach Terry Maitland, Ralph makes a public arrest but is perplexed by Terry's indifference to hiding his crime.

Jason Bateman, Directed by

The Outsider
Must/Can't
The group finds itself in a climactic showdown in their last-ditch effort to root out El Cuco.

Andrew Bernstein, Directed by

Ozark
Fire Pink
Ben, his bipolar disorder worsening, is in the cab, on his way from Helen to Ruth. Helen asks the Byrdes to turn Ben in. Wendy, taking Ben to safety, realizes that Ben's worsening disorder cannot be stopped. She decides to turn Ben in, by having Helen's henchman, Nelson, kill Ben.

Alik Sakharov, Directed by

Su Casa Es Mi Casa
Marty and Wendy have an explosive therapy session, Ruth confronts Wyatt about Darlene, Ben’s past may stand between him and Ruth, the kids’ day on the beach ends in cuffs, Ben and Jonah swoop in to protect Ruth.

Ben Semanoff, Directed by

Party Of Five
Authentic Mexican
Emilio sees an opportunity to make extra money by catering on the side. At the party, Beto encounters Ella and a flirtation begins. Lucia finds her voice in an unlikely way. Val unravels when she learns the truth about her mother’s new job in Mexico.

Jenee LeMarque, Directed by

Diaspora
Val makes a surprising request, with lasting repercussions. Ella surprises Beto in Mexico, and her presence brings forward unexpected truths. Lucia goes out of her comfort zone. Emilio leans on Natalia when the family's social worker comes back.
**Party Of Five**

Dos y Dos

Lucia continues to try and impress activism mentor Sully. Natalie shares Val’s secret with Emilio and as a result, Val tries to reconnect with her parents. Beto encourages Ella to move in with her mother and discovers a secret from Ella’s past.

James Larkin, Directed by

---

**Party Of Five**

Long Distance

Emilio renegotiates an unfair business deal. Beto is devastated to learn his older brother is dating Vanessa, his new crush. In attempting to help Matthew, Lucia discovers he too is undocumented. Val’s dependency on her mother takes an unhealthy turn.

Eva Vives, Directed by

---

**Party Of Five**

Mexico

An unexpected family reunion in Mexico exposes cracks in the happy façades both the Acosta children and their parents have put up. Back in LA, Emilio collaborates with Natalia on a new song and bond over their romantic histories.

Edward Ornelas, Directed by

---

**Party Of Five**

Pilot

When ICE deports their parents, life for the five Acosta siblings is turned upside down. Oldest son Emilio puts his music career on hold to move back home and take care of his four younger siblings. Their challenge is to stay together as a family.

Rodrigo Garcia, Directed by

---

**Party Of Five**

Speak For Yourself

Lucia decides to host a fundraiser at the restaurant and finds her voice along the way. Emilio faces an identity crisis. Beto goes behind Ella’s back. Val struggles to maintain her false identity, but is outed to a member of the family.

Michael Medico, Directed by

---

**Peaky Blinders**

Mr Jones

At a family meeting, Michael makes a bold proposal. The mole is identified. Tommy asks an old rival for help with his plan to take down Mosley.

Anthony Byrne, Directed by
Penny Dreadful: City Of Angels

Children Of The Royal Sun
Mateo grapples with the aftermath of his actions. Josefina confides in Sister Molly, who’s shocked to discover Josefina is Tiago’s sister. Tiago and Lewis’s investigation takes them from the Sonoratown slums to the Vega House. Dottie befriends Brian as Alex lectures Townsend. Peter receives an alarming phone call from Elsa.

Roxann Dawson, Directed by

Penny Dreadful: City Of Angels
Josefina And The Holy Spirit
Tiago scours Sister Molly’s beach house for clues. Councilwoman Beck proposes an alternate route for the Arroyo-Seco motorway. Peter invites Elsa to a party. Lewis asks the gangster Benny Berman to help battle the Nazi menace in LA. Mateo seeks retribution as Josefina pursues spiritual enlightenment with Sister Molly.

Sergio Mimica-Gezzan, Directed by

Penny Dreadful: City Of Angels
Santa Muerte
Tiago Vega, the LAPD’s first Mexican-American detective and his partner, Lewis Michener, investigate a murder. Tiago’s brother Raul battles with Councilman Charlton Townsend over the construction of California’s first freeway. Peter Craft meets Elsa, the mysterious mother of one of his patients. Maria implores Santa Muerte to protect her family.

Paco Cabezas, Directed by

Pennyworth
Pilot
This series debuts with the introduction of Alfred Pennyworth (Jack Bannon), a young man just out of the English air service and at loose ends, endeavoring to start a security company.

Danny Cannon, Directed by

Perpetual Grace, LTD
A Sheriff In The Era Of The Cartel
Pa (Sir Ben Kingsley) and Ma (Jacki Weaver) are driven to the killing fields in Mexico, while James (Jimmi Simpson) prepares for a funeral in Half Acre.

Steven Conrad, Directed by

Pose
Acting Up
Convinced Madonna’s “Vogue” will lead to mainstream acceptance, Blanca encourages the House of Evangelista to follow their dreams despite putting her own on the backburner. Meanwhile, Pray Tell joins an activist organization fighting for the rights of HIV positive people.

Gwyneth Horder-Payton, Directed by
Pose
In My Heels
After a medical set back, Blanca struggles to reassemble the House of Evangelista. Meanwhile, Pray Tell confronts old traumas when an exciting new category is proposed.

Janet Mock, Directed by

Pose
Never Knew Love Like This Before
The Ballroom community is shaken to its core when a valued member is brutally attacked.

Ryan Murphy, Directed by

Pose
Revelations
Relationships are irreparably damaged when Damon reveals the secrets others have been hiding.

Steven Canals, Directed by

Pose
What Would Candy Do?
Competition gets the best of Damon and Ricky as they audition for a spot on Madonna's Blond Ambition tour.

Tina Mabry, Directed by

Power
Exactly How We Planned
When Ghost is announced as Lt. Governor it gives him a solid win and makes him one step closer to a fully legitimate world. He soon discovers one of his many enemies actively carrying out a plan that changes his life forever.

Anthony Hemingway, Directed by

Power
Forgot About Dre
After assisting Angela in the arrest of Alicia Jimenez, Dre remains in the custody of the Federal Government. Jason tasks Tommy and Ghost to kidnap Alicia Jimenez. Tommy teaches LaKeisha the drug game. Tariq's new business venture begins to flourish. Tasha has a business plan of her own.

Curtis "50 Cent" Jackson, Directed by

Power
It's All Your Fault
Tommy's on a path to avenge LaKeisha's murder and settle his ultimate score. Elisa Marie takes the USB stick given to her in confidence by her father and investigates what's on the thumb drive. After Tommy learns the recording still exists, he is deterred from his mission of killing Ghost.

Hernán Otaño, Directed by
Preacher
End Of The World
The curtain falls on the Apocalypse Revue as the fate of the world is decided, and the long journey of a preacher and his friends comes to an end.

Sam Catlin, Directed by

Preacher
Overture
Masada is abuzz as the Messiah has arrived and the Apocalypse Revue is ready to take the stage. Our heroes mount one final assault in an attempt to thwart the end of the world, but God uses every trick in His omniscient arsenal to divide them. Eugene gets out of prison.

Laura Belsey, Directed by

Project Blue Book
Area 51
When a soldier is seemingly abducted by a flying saucer at a military base in the remote Nevada desert, Hynek and Quinn take up the case. But they will soon learn that there are many reasons for the dangerous Area 51 to want to keep its secrets.

Pete Travis, Directed by

Project Blue Book
Curse Of The Skinwalker
Hynek and Quinn head to a Utah ranch to investigate a young family’s claims of unexplainable and dangerous phenomena.

Norma Bailey, Directed by

Project Blue Book
The Men In Black
When Hynek is kidnapped by the mysterious Man in Black, Quinn teams up with the CIA to track him down and save his life.

Wendey Stanzler, Directed by

Project Blue Book
Operation Mainbrace
When UFOs and USOs (unidentified submersible objects) begin plaguing a massive naval exercise on the border of Russian waters, Hynek and Quinn realize it’s up to them to stop a rogue Admiral from starting World War III.

Loni Peristere, Directed by
Project Blue Book
The Roswell Incident – Part I
In part one of a two-episode event, Hynek and Quinn follow General Harding to Roswell, New Mexico, where an anonymous townsperson has threatened to expose evidence to the world of an extraterrestrial crash-landing six years ago.

Deran Sarafian, Directed by

Project Blue Book
What Lies Beneath
When sensitive material is stolen from Generals Harding and Valentine, Hynek and Quinn will realize that not only does their culprit lie far closer to home than they could imagine, but so does undeniable evidence of a UFO conspiracy.

John Scott, Directed by

Queen Sugar
Stare At The Same Fires
Violet confesses a hard truth to Hollywood; Micah turns to Ralph Angel for advice about his relationship; Nova helps Charley when she hits a low point; the community comes together at the Queen Sugar Mill to say enough is enough.

C. Fitz, Directed by

Raising Dion
ISSUE #106: Super Friends
Nicole gets reacquainted with an old passion. Charlotte offers to take Dion under her wing. Pat gets some unexpected news at work.

Dennis Liu, Directed by

Raising Dion
ISSUE #109: Storm Killer
With the crooked man closing in and a final confrontation seemingly inevitable, a terrified Nicole tries to protect Dion by fleeing the city.

Seith Mann, Directed by

Ray Donovan
Bugs
With his back against the wall, Ray turns to Judge Scholl to clear his name with Detective Perry. Daryll is pushed to the edge by the Sullivan family while Mickey continues to chase Jim’s money. Smitty tries to justify his betrayal. Terry makes an unexpected friend at physical therapy.

Ed Bianchi, Directed by
**Ray Donovan**  
You'll Never Walk Alone  
Ray finally learns the truth about his sister Bridget's death. Terry reckons with the death of a friend and his own mortality. Mickey's quest for the money he's owed comes to a head with a deadly face-off between the Sullivans and the Donovans.

David Hollander, Directed by

---

**Reprisal**  
The Tale Of Harold Horpus  
Years after being left for dead by her brother and his gang the Banished Brawlers, Katherine Harlow reemerges as Doris and begins to plot her revenge. Meanwhile, a kid named Ethan is in over his head when he joins the Brawlers' world of the Bang-a-Rang.

Jonathan van Tulleken, Directed by

---

**The Resident**  
Peking Duck Day  
An A-list celebrity enters Chastain after swallowing a wish bone. Logan Kim assigns a new surgeon in the hopes of garnering extra publicity. Meanwhile, tensions run high at the Raptor home when he hosts his biological and adoptive families for Thanksgiving dinner. And Kyle interrupts Nic and Conrad's low-key plans.

David Crabtree, Directed by

---

**The Rookie**  
Day Of Death  
Nolan and the LAPD search for a serial killer who is as smart as he is brutal, and their race to save his latest victim, Officer Chen, is both exhilarating and terrifying.

David McWhirter, Directed by

---

**The Rookie**  
The Hunt  
In part two of the season finale, Nolan's discovery goes much deeper than he expected and could put his life and career in jeopardy.

Bill Roe, Directed by

---

**The Rookie**  
Tough Love  
The team learns to work with confidential informants while Harper must get along with her fellow training officers.

Rachel Feldman, Directed by
**Room 104**
No Hospital
An ailing man summons his estranged children to make a change to his will and ensure the line of succession for their extraordinary family business.

Miguel Arteta, Directed by

---

**Room 104**
Prank Call
Left alone by her bickering parents, a bored teen girl makes a series of prank calls, until one tests her brazen alter-ego.

So Yong Kim, Directed by

---

**Room 104**
The Specimen Collector
While on a layover from collecting a rare botanical specimen, a scientist wakes to find herself inside a lush, rapidly growing jungle.

Mel Eslyn, Directed by

---

**S.W.A.T.**
Stigma
Hondo and the team race to save Buck, their former unit leader, when he goes off grid and they fear he plans to harm himself.

Billy Gierhart, Directed by

---

**SEAL Team**
Welcome To The Refuge
Jason Hayes leads the team on a mission in Serbia to track down an organization linked to the bombing of multiple American military outposts.

Christopher Chulack, Directed by

---

**SEE**
Godflame
A journey of survival begins when an army of Witchfinders attacks the village of Alkenny.

Francis Lawrence, Directed by

---

**Servant**
Jericho
Leanne acts out at Dorothy after learning the truth about baby Jericho.

M. Night Shyamalan, Directed by
**The Sinner**
Part VIII
Season finale. Jamie seeks vengeance, putting him on a collision course with Ambrose.

Derek Simonds, Directed by

**Siren**
The Toll Of The Sea
In an effort to save Hope, Ryn and Ben confront Tia in an epic undersea battle between warring mermaid tribes. Maddie and Robb work to find a cure for Xander while Helen and the hybrids help restore order in Bristol Cove. Ted struggles to come to terms with Ben’s transformative journey.

Joe Menendez, Directed by

**68 Whiskey**
Mister Fix-It
A visiting dignitary arrives on base. Davis looks for a new side hustle as pressure from home becomes too much to handle. Durkin and Sasquatch have a fight about their future.

Erin Feeley, Directed by

**Snowfall**
Blackout
Franklin struggles with the fallout from his actions as his family prepares for the worst. Teddy scrambles to keep his operation afloat. Gustavo unveils his plan for the future.

Ben Younger, Directed by

**Snowfall**
Other Lives
Franklin walks a different path. Life in South Central begins to change forever.

Sunu Gonera, Directed by

**Snowfall**
Pocket Full Of Rocks
Andre is forced to ask for Franklin’s help. Julia proposes a new plan to Teddy. Gustavo clears the way for his own vision.

Alonso Alvarez-Barreda, Directed by

**Snowpiercer**
First, The Weather Changed
Snowpiercer, the great ark train, circles a frozen earth keeping humanity’s last survivors alive — until a murder onboard threatens the established order.

James Hawes, Directed by
**Sorry For Your Loss**

Norway

In the wake of a devastating revelation about Matt, Danny takes Leigh on an all-night walk. Meanwhile, Jules forges a surprising connection with the most unlikely ally.

James Ponsoldt, Directed by

---

**Soundtrack**

Track 4: Margot And Frank

Nellie's family history takes center stage in this retrospective chapter on young love, devastating distance and one pivotal night of surprises.

Joe Swanberg, Directed by

---

**Soundtrack**

Track 8: Gigi And Jean

Vintage glamour, intriguing flirtation and dazzling theatrics collide as Gigi maneuvers her way through one emotional day in LA.

Joshua Safran, Directed by

---

**Spinning Out**

Now Entering Sun Valley

Rattled after a brutal fall and worried by her mom and sister's obsession with the sport, Kat eyes a life beyond skating. Suddenly, a new offer arrives.

Elizabeth Allen Rosenbaum, Directed by

---

**Star Trek: Picard**

Et In Arcadia Ego: Part 2

A final confrontation on the synthetics' homeworld, Coppelius, pits Picard and his team against the Romulans, as well as the synths who seek to safeguard their existence at all costs.

Akiva Goldsman, Directed by

---

**Star Trek: Picard**

The Impossible Box

Picard and the crew trace Soji to the Borg cube, forcing Picard to face memories of being Locutus and reuniting with Hugh; Narek believes he's found a way to safely exploit information from Soji.

Maja Vrvilo, Directed by

---

**Star Trek: Picard**

Remembrance

14 years after his retirement from Starfleet, Jean-Luc Picard is living a quiet life on his vineyard, Chateau Picard. When he is sought out by a mysterious young woman, Dahj (Isa Briones), in need of his help, he soon realizes she may have personal connections to his own past.

Hanelle M. Culpepper, Directed by
Stranger Things
Chapter Eight: The Battle Of Starcourt
Terror reigns in the food court when the Mind Flayer comes to collect. But down below, in the dark, the future of the world is at stake.

The Duffer Brothers, Directed by

Stranger Things
Chapter Four: The Sauna Test
A code red brings the gang back together to face a frighteningly familiar evil. Karen urges Nancy to keep digging, and Robin finds a useful map.

Shawn Levy, Directed by

Strike Back
Episode 806
Mac is married with a daughter. In therapy and at home, Mac struggles with his time as a soldier, all the decisions he made and experiences he had that led up to that day in the Schwarzer Tempel Estate, where he was shot by Zayef Hajdari.

Jon Jones, Directed by

Strike Back
Episode 810
Wyatt, Coltrane and Novin are what remains of Section 20, and they are the last hope of stopping Arianna Demachi and Russia's plans. Their mission has never been more personal, and this time Section 20 are going on the offensive.

Bill Eagles, Directed by

Stumptown
Dex Education
After a drunken girl's night out, Dex and Liz don't remember if they had sex. When Grey finds out they might have, he kicks Dex out of his bar. Hired by her old school nemesis, Dex goes undercover as a high school substitute teacher to find a drug dealer.

Lily Mariye, Directed by

Stumptown
The Past And The Furious
Dex enlists Sue Lynn's help reuniting fellow veteran, Jeremy, with his Native American family, when he learns he was stolen by a church from his birth mother at 6 months old, and sold to a white Christian family. Dex talks with Jesus, Grey helps Ansel with his "manly" to-do list.

Stacey Kaye Black, Directed by
Succession
Hunting
Logan informs his skeptical management team of his plans to make another attempt to acquire Pierce; Greg worries his pre-meeting will put his family standing at risk; Connor’s presidential bid irritates Logan. “Boar on the floor!”

Andrij Parekh, Directed by

Succession
This Is Not For Tears
On the Roys’ grand Mediterranean yacht. Logan weighs whether a family member, or a top lieutenant, will need to be sacrificed to salvage the company’s tarnished reputation. Shiv proposes taking her open marriage with Tom to another level. Connor’s in an unenviable position when the reviews of Willa’s play arrive.

Mark Mylod, Directed by

Supergirl
Reality Bytes
Nia’s roommate is attacked by a man targeting the transgender community; Dreamer refuses to listen to her friends and takes matters into her own hands.

Armen V. Kevorkian, Directed by

Sweet Magnolias
Dance First, Think Later
Mother Nature, a clumsy contractor and Maddie's longtime rival conspire to throw the spa's big opening into chaos. Tyler helps Annie out of a jam.

Norman Buckley, Directed by

Tales From The Loop
Echo Sphere
A young boy encounters a mysterious structure known as the Echo Sphere and must confront the nature of existence.

Andrew Stanton, Directed by

Tales From The Loop
Home
A boy searches for his lost brother in an attempt to recapture the past.

Jodie Foster, Directed by

Tales From The Loop
Loop
A young girl living in a small town becomes curious about the mysterious work her mother conducts beneath ground at a facility known as the Loop.

Mark Romanek, Directed by
13 Reasons Why
The Good Person Is Indistinguishable From The Bad
As the police investigation sets the school on edge, Ani remembers that Jessica confronted Bryce. Growing suspicious of Jess, Ani and Clay follow her.

Jessica Yu, Directed by

This Is Us
Clouds
Kevin takes Rebecca to visit Joni Mitchell’s house; Young Kevin takes his Mom to look at baseball cards; the Big Three get their report cards; Toby makes a grand gesture to Kate for baby Jack in their garage that lasts a lifetime.

Sarah Boyd, Directed by

This Is Us
Storybook Love
Rebecca hosts a dinner party. Kevin tries to support those around him. Randall faces concerns about how his family is adjusting to their new home. A young Jack and Rebecca settle into their new home to complications.

Milo Ventimiglia, Directed by

This Is Us
Strangers: Part Two
Confessions, babies, and a sibling showdown... And like the premiere, Jack's adult story serves as a key plot, though the present-day tale is framed around Jack as a baby. But the Pearsons who started it all are still here too, as young, new parents.

Ken Olin, Directed by

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Cargo
Jack Ryan searches for the truth behind Venezuela's transactions with various World Powers. James Greer, about to get sidelined from his new post in Russia, joins Jack in Venezuela and the two find themselves in the midst of a Venezuelan leader's re-election effort.

Phil Abraham, Directed by

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Dios Y Federacion
Jack must find the kidnapped Greer before he is executed by the Venezuelan President

Dennie Gordon, Directed by
Tommy
Lifetime Achievement
Mayor Buddy Gray asks Tommy to personally oversee the investigation when a Hollywood producer is
attacked during a party at his home by a woman who claims he tried to sexually assault her first. Also,
Tommy prepares for the LAPD recertification process to demonstrate her fitness for her position.

Christine Moore, Directed by

Truth Be Told
Monster
While reviewing an old case, Poppy comes face-to-face with the man she put away.

Mikkel Nørgaard, Directed by

Truth Be Told
Not Buried, Planted
A devastated Poppy tries to walk away from the case, but it won't let her go.

Sarah Pia Anderson, Directed by

Tyler Perry's The Haves And The Have Nots
Bananas Foster
Jim plots for revenge.

Tyler Perry, Directed by

Undone
The Hospital
While recovering in the hospital from her car accident, Alma talks with her dead father, who has a
confusing and compelling request.

Hisko Hulsing, Directed by

Van Helsing
Dark Destiny
Vanessa Van Helsing, the daughter of famous vampire hunter and Dracula nemesis Abraham Van
Helsing. She is resurrected five years in the future to find out that vampires have taken over the world
and that she possesses unique power over them. Season 4 Opener.

David Winning, Directed by

Vikings
The Best Laid Plans
Ivar and Igor may be plotting against Oleg, but they're still part of the force that departs Kiev to invade
Scandinavia. King Harald and King Bjorn begin furious preparations for the invasion. But can enough be
done to resist the Rus force?

Daniel Grou, Directed by
**Vikings**

**Death And The Serpent**

Bjorn is forced to act quickly in the aftermath of the election for the King of all Norway. The bandits attack Lagertha's village again but victory for the bandits looks less certain. Back in Kattegat, haunted and paranoid, Hvitserk continues to unravel.

David Frazee, Directed by

**Vikings**

**The Ice Maiden**

Bjorn returns to Kattegat. Harald gains a measure of revenge on Olaf. In Kiev, interesting news reaches Ivar & Igor about Prince Dir.

Steve Saint Leger, Directed by

**Vikings**

**Valhalla Can Wait**

Bjorn faces a difficult decision. Ubbe and Torvi leave Kattegat, in search of new lands and perhaps old friends. Oleg’s plans for the invasion of Scandinavia are taking shape as King Harald is baffled by the origin of a mysterious raiding party.

Katheryn Winnick, Directed by

**Virgin River**

**Under Fire**

Under pressure, Mel and Jack respond to a medical emergency on a remote illegal pot farm. Charmaine and Hope exchange words.

Martin Wood, Directed by

**Virgin River**

**Unexpected Endings**

Charmaine tells a stunned Jack to make a decision while Mel is left reeling and Hope is filled with guilt. Meanwhile, Paige opens up to Preacher.

Tim Matheson, Directed by

**Virgin River**

**A Wounded Heart**

Hope’s health scare prompts a difficult conversation with Doc. Charmaine asks Mel uncomfortable questions. Paige keeps secrets.

Andy Mikita, Directed by

**The Walking Dead**

**Open Your Eyes**

Carol pushes boundaries that make Daryl uneasy; Alpha and Beta have reservations about someone.

Michael Cudlitz, Directed by
**The Walking Dead**

Walk With Us
Alpha and the Whisperers attack Hilltop.

Greg Nicotero, Directed by

---

**Westworld**

The Mother Of Exiles
Maeve is recruited by a new foe and encounters an old friend. Hale reconnects with the Man in Black and secures her future at Delos. Bernard and Stubbs make contact with Liam, but Dolores has other plans for the technocrat. The identities of Dolores’ five contraband pearls are revealed.

Paul Cameron, Directed by

---

**Westworld**

Parce Domine
Season premiere. Dolores escapes into the real world, where she infiltrates a technocratic elite, and discovers that their world is not so different from her own. Caleb, a struggling veteran trying to better himself, has a life-changing encounter. Bernard’s attempts to lie low under a new identity are threatened.

Jonathan Nolan, Directed by

---

**White Lines**

Episode 10
On Anna’s wedding day, Marcus’s actions come back to haunt him. After suffering yet another loss, Zoe vows to finally figure out who killed Axel.

Nick Hamm, Directed by

---

**The Witcher**

Betrayer Moon
Geralt takes on another Witcher’s unfinished business in a kingdom stalked by a ferocious beast. At a brutal cost, Yennefer forges a magical new future.

Alex Garcia Lopez, Directed by

---

**World On Fire (MASTERPIECE)**

Episode 1
When war breaks out, young translator Harry (Jonah Hauer-King) vows to help his Polish lover Kasia (Zofia Wichlacz) flee Warsaw, but how will he explain this to his sweetheart Lois (Julia Brown), waiting for him at home in Manchester?

Adam Smith, Director
**Wu Assassins**
**Drunken Watermelon**
A botched restaurant order makes Kai a target of Triad members, who are unaware of his family connections - and his new status as the Wu Assassin.

Stephen Fung, Directed by

**Wu Assassins**
**A Twisting Snake**
Fists and fire fly as Kai and Uncle Six face off. Jenny and Tommy show the revamped restaurant to their parents. Lu Xin tangles with McCullough's men.

Roel Reiné, Directed by

**Wu-Tang: An American Saga**
**Impossible**
A bird’s eye view of Wu.

Craig Zisk, Directed by

**Yellowstone**
**Enemies By Monday**
The Duttons gear up for a final fight with the Becks, and find that the feud may have dire consequences. Beth helps Monica out of an uncomfortable situation.

Guy Ferland, Directed by

**Yellowstone**
**Resurrection Day**
Tensions escalate as the Beck brothers become frustrated by the Duttons' unwillingness to play ball. Jaime looks for a fresh start. Tate gets his first horse.

Ben Richardson, Directed by

**You**
**A Fresh Start**
Joe — now "Will" — arrives in his own personal hell on Earth: LA. He's trying to go straight, but the past doesn't always leave well enough alone.

Kevin Rodney Sullivan, Directed by

**You**
**Love, Actually**
Joe has always been full of surprises, but Love has a few of her own. Is this the beginning of the end, or the end of the deceiving?

Silver Tree, Directed by
**Outstanding Directing For A Limited Series, Movie Or Dramatic Special**

**Agatha Christie: The Pale Horse**

A mysterious list of names is found in the shoes of a dead woman. What is the connection to the village of Much Deeping?

Leonora Lonsdale, Directed by

**Agatha Raisin And The Haunted House**

Agatha Raisin’s (Ashley Jensen) instincts, savvy and humor are put to the test. When Agatha’s new detective agency fails to attract clients, her team investigates the haunting of Ivy Hall, a mystery that has baffled locals and treasure hunters for centuries. Based on M.C. Beaton’s mystery novels.

Carolina Giammetta, Directed by

**American Horror Story: 1984**

Camp Redwood

In the summer of 1984, five friends escape Los Angeles to work as counselors at Camp Redwood. As they adjust to their new jobs, they quickly learn that the only thing scarier than campfire tales is the past coming to haunt you.

Bradley Buecker, Directed by

**American Horror Story: 1984**

Final Girl

Camp Redwood draws in a lost soul looking for closure.

John J. Gray, Directed by

**American Son**

American Son tells the story of Kendra Ellis-Connor (Kerry Washington), the mother of a missing teenage boy, as she struggles to put pieces together in a police station. The adaptation presents four viewpoints and navigates the dynamic of an interracial couple raising a mixed-race son.

Kenny Leon, Directed by

**Bad Education**

Frank Tassone and Pam Gluckin reign over a Long Island school district on the verge of the nation’s top spot, spurring record college admissions and property values. When an embezzlement scheme surfaces that threatens to destroy all they’ve built, Frank is forced to maintain order—by whatever means necessary.

Cory Finley, Directed by

**Baking Christmas**

An African-American family attempts to keep a family-owned bakery afloat as their mother moves towards retirement.

Fred Olen Ray, Directed by
Barkskins

New France

In the series premiere, a boat arrives in Wobik carrying indentured servants and Filles du Roi. Trepagny travels to town to collect his new men. Meanwhile, Hudson’s Bay agents Goames and Yvon question the Innkeeper Mathilde about the events surrounding a recent tragedy at the creek.

David Slade, Directed by

Belgravia

When a long-buried secret is unearthed it threatens the reputation and inheritance of many, sending shockwaves through the sophisticated society of London's Belgravia. Pride and loyalty will be tested, as lives hang in the balance.

John Alexander, Directed by

Blow The Man Down

Welcome to Easter Cove, a fishing village on Maine’s rocky coast. Grieving the loss of their mother, Mary Beth & Priscilla Connolly cover up a gruesome run-in with a dangerous man, leading them deeper into Easter Cove’s underbelly where they uncover the town matriarchs’ darkest secrets.

Danielle Krudy, Directed by
Bridget Savage Cole, Directed by

Briarpatch

First Time In Saint Disgrace

Allegra Dill (Rosario Dawson) returns to Texas after her sister is murdered.

Ana Lily Amirpour, Directed by

Castle Rock

Let The River Run

A nurse gets waylaid in Castle Rock.

Greg Yaitanes, Directed by

Catherine The Great

Episode Four

Toppled into war by their ambitious overreaching, Catherine and Potemkin are pushed to the brink and forced to question their loyalty to one another. Meanwhile, Catherine grows increasingly obsessed by her legacy, sliding further towards a tragic end.

Philip Martin, Directed by

Cherish The Day

Catharsis

Gently hosts a big birthday party for Miss Luma with special guests including her beloved friend, Quincy Jones, but the party really gets started when an unexpected guest shows up.

Aurora Guerrero, Directed by
A Christmas Carol
An original take on Dickens’s ghost story, A Christmas Carol is a spine-tingling immersion into Scrooge’s dark night of the soul.
Nick Murphy, Directed by

A Christmas Winter Song
Clio (Ashanti) befriends Fred (Stan Shaw), a former jazz singer down on his luck. They form a special bond over music, and Clio, having just lost her own father, helps Fred reconnect with his own daughter (Sashani), just in time for Christmas.
Camille Brown, Directed by

The Clark Sisters: First Ladies Of Gospel
The Clark Sisters: First Ladies of Gospel recounts the story of the legendary pioneers of contemporary gospel music and their trailblazing mother, Mattie Moss Clark.
Christine Swanson, Directed by

Dead Still
Camera Obscura
The darkly comic murder mystery set during the Victorian era of the real-life practice of “post-mortem photography” follows a photographer as he commemorates the recently deceased. Conall is amusingly introduced to Brock’s difficult family during a memorial shoot, then they attend a séance to capture a photograph of a ghost.
Craig David Wallace, Directed by

Defending Jacob
Defending Jacob unfolds around a shocking crime that rocks a small Massachusetts town and one family in particular, forcing an assistant district attorney to choose between his sworn duty to uphold justice and his unconditional love for his son.
Morten Tyldum, Directed by

Descendants 3
Dove Cameron, Booboo Stewart, Sofia Carson and the late Cameron Boyce star as Mal, Jay, Evie and Carlos - the teenage sons and daughters of Disney’s most infamous villains.
Kenny Ortega, Directed by

Devs
A young software engineer, Lily Chan, investigates the secretive development division of her employer, a cutting-edge tech company based in Silicon Valley, which she believes is behind the murder of her boyfriend.
Alex Garland, Directed by

Dispatches From Elsewhere
The Boy
A final mystery is solved.
Charlie McDowell, Directed by
**Dispatches From Elsewhere**

Peter

Peter is stuck in the everyday routine of his mundane life until the day he meets a group of strangers who all have something in common and together they begin an adventure into a world that has been hidden all around them.

Jason Segel, Directed by

---

**Dolly Parton's Heartstrings: These Old Bones**

A mysterious mountain woman steps into the spotlight as a lawyer struggles to find her voice of seeing, believing and everything between.

Joe Lazarov, Directed by

---

**Dracula**

The Rules Of The Beast

An unconventional nun helps a tormented lawyer piece together the details of his doomed business trip to Count Dracula’s castle.

Jonny Campbell, Directed by

---

**Dublin Murders**

Episode 1

In the summer of 2006, Rob Reilly, a smart-suited homicide detective, and his partner Cassie are dispatched to investigate a child’s murder, and they find a community caught between old and new Ireland.

Saul Dibb, Directed by

---

**The Eddy**

Amira

After a strained funeral, the band surprises Amira with a very different kind of celebration. Elliot encounters the man who beat him up at the club.

Houda Benyamina, Directed by

---

**The Eddy**

Elliot

As jazz club owner Elliot juggles financial problems, band tensions and a visit from his teenage daughter, a shocking turn of events upends his life.

Damien Chazelle, Directed by

---

**The Eddy**

Katarina

Katarina tries to protect Elliot while managing her own desperate situation. Julie gives her hair a more natural look, and draws closer to Elliot. The band cuts the record with Franck, and a bruised Katarina is finally welcomed back.

Alan Poul, Directed by
The Eddy
Maja
Just as Elliot closes in on a record deal, Maja receives an offer to go on tour with a famous singer and decides it’s time to take stock of her life.

Laila Marrakchi, Directed by

El Camino: A Breaking Bad Movie
In the wake of his dramatic escape from captivity, Jesse Pinkman (Aaron Paul) must come to terms with his past in order to forge some kind of future.
Vince Gilligan, Directed by

Four Weddings And A Funeral
Game Night
Maya and Kash get to know each other behind Ainsley’s back. Tony 2 realizes he and Andrew come from very different worlds. Ainsley and Craig play matchmaker, as do Gemma and Duffy.

Tom Marshall, Directed by

Four Weddings And A Funeral
The Winner Takes It All
An impending funeral stirs up old feelings for Maya. Haroon pressures Kash to consider an arranged marriage. Gemma makes a difficult parenting decision. Duffy and Tabby take a big step in their relationship.

Tristram Shapeero, Directed by

Ghosting: The Spirit Of Christmas
When a woman, Jess, dies while texting right after the best first date of her life, she wakes up as a ghost to settle unfinished business. With the help of her best friend, they embark on a hilarious, bittersweet and final adventure so that Jess can ascend to the afterlife.
Theresa Bennett, Directed by

Hollywood
A Hollywood Ending
Jack, Archie and Ray grieve a loss. Camille receives advice from her idol as Dick unveils his plan to release Meg.

Jessica Yu, Directed by

Hollywood
Hooray For Hollywood
After returning from the war, Jack Castello arrives in Hollywood with hopes to make it in pictures. Jack’s wife, Henrietta, receives some unexpected news. A new friend makes Jack an offer that’s almost too good to be true.

Ryan Murphy, Directed by
Hollywood
Hooray For Hollywood: Part 2
Avis Amberg requests the services of the Golden Tip as Henrietta grows suspicious of Jack. Raymond Ainslie, an up-and-coming director, attempts to get his film greenlit by Ace Pictures and meets young screenwriter Archie Coleman to discuss his screenplay – Peg.

Daniel Minahan, Directed by

Hollywood
Jump
Avis contemplates the possibility of making history. Meg finds its cast. With pre-production underway, Dick has notes for Raymond and Archie. Ellen decides to follow her heart as Jack’s past comes back to haunt him.

Michael Uppendahl, Directed by

Hollywood
Meg
Ernie makes a plan to save the picture. With social tensions rising in Hollywood following Meg’s announcement, Archie and Avis remain vigilant. Jack and Archie give Ernie the opportunity of a lifetime. Camille and the cast begin production on the movie that will make or break their careers.

Janet Mock, Directed by

I Know This Much Is True
I Know This Much Is True is a family saga that follows the parallel lives of identical twin brothers in a story of betrayal, sacrifice and forgiveness set against the backdrop of 20th century America.
Derek Cianfrance, Directed by

I Was Lorena Bobbitt
I Was Lorena Bobbitt follows her journey from a wide-eyed, immigrant bride to a battered wife into an unlikely media sensation, and also documents her ultimately emerging as a strong, thoughtful woman who has devoted her life to advocating for other abused women.
Danishka Esterhazy, Directed by

Interrogation
Det. Dave Russell vs Kim Decker
In the weeks leading up to Mary Fisher’s murder, Eric meets Det. Russell for the first time to press charges against Kim Decker, a former girlfriend. Russell suspects the truth is murkier than Eric reported. As Russell investigates the complaint, Eric throws a party that spins out of control.

Patrick Cady, Directed by

Interrogation
Det. Dave Russell vs. Eric Fisher 1983
17-year-old Eric Fisher is arrested for the murder of his mother. He maintains his innocence but Det. Dave Russell believes him guilty and is determined to prove it by any means necessary, get him convicted and sent to prison for life.

Ernest Dickerson, Directed by
Lady And The Tramp
Lady And The Tramp is a re-telling of the 1955 animated film: a pampered house dog and a tough but lovable stray embark on an unexpected adventure and, despite their differences, grow closer and come to understand the value of home.
Charlie Bean, Directed by

Little Fires Everywhere
Find A Way
Elena's bombshell reveal to Pearl threatens to forever damage Pearl's relationship with her mother. Moody feels betrayed when he discovers Trip and Pearl's secret. And the jury's divisive verdict triggers a series of catastrophic events, which leads three of our characters to leave Shaker Heights for good.
Lynn Shelton, Directed by

Looking For Alaska
I'll Show You That It Won't Shoot
After the weekday warriors go too far on getting revenge, Miles, The Colonel, Takumi, and Alaska reunite to get them back. After drinking cheap wine and playing a new game called the best day/worst day, new secrets come out, and a new relationship blossoms.
Clea DuVall, Directed by

Looking For Alaska
It's Very Beautiful Over There
The search for answers pulls our group apart, until one final prank brings them back together.
Josh Schwartz, Directed by

The Loudest Voice
2001
9/11 changes everything. Emboldened and horrified by this terrorist attack on American soil, Roger begins pushing the news with an agenda, using his network to help drive the Bush Administration's push to war in Iraq and finally putting Fox on top of the ratings race.
Kari Skogland, Directed by

The Loudest Voice
2008
With the election of "Barack Hussein Obama," Roger and Fox News Channel have found the ultimate enemy-one that will drive Fox's coverage as well as cement ratings at #1. What no one suspects are the hidden depths of Roger's secret world.
Jeremy Podeswa, Directed by

Miracle Workers: Dark Ages
Holiday
Al and Prince Chauncley struggle to deal with their families over the holidays.
Dan Schimpf, Directed by
Mrs. America
Houston
Alice, Rosemary and Pamela cross into enemy territory at the National Women's Conference in Houston, where they come face-to-face with Feminist leaders.

Janicza Bravo, Directed by

Mrs. America
Phyllis & Fred & Brenda & Marc
Phyllis and Fred Schlafly debate superstar Feminist couple Brenda and Marc Feigan-Fasteau on television.

Laure de Clermont Tonnerre, Directed by

Mrs. America
Reagan
In the series finale, Phyllis hosts an extravagant gala to leverage her political victories as the 1980 presidential election draws near. Gloria, Bella, and Jill put pressure on the White House to act on their proposals from the National Women’s Conference.

Anna Boden, Directed by
Ryan Fleck, Directed by

Mrs. America
Shirley
Shirley Chisholm makes a historic run for president, while Gloria struggles to play politics at the DNC. Phyllis takes her new anti-ERA organization national.

Amma Asante, Directed by

Mrs. Fletcher
Care Package
Brendan visits a peer support group and makes a new friend. After a troubling encounter with her ex-husband Ted, Eve bonds with her community college writing class at a local bar.

Liesl Tommy, Directed by

Mrs. Fletcher
Empty Best
On the day before her son leaves for college, Eve Fletcher has to deal with some inappropriate behavior in the workplace. Brendan runs into an ex-girlfriend at a party.

Nicole Holofcener, Directed by

Mrs. Fletcher
Invisible Fence
Eve gets out of her comfort zone, joining Margo at a hip party in Brooklyn. Brendan and Chloe have an unexpected encounter at a college event promoting body-positivity.

Carrie Brownstein, Directed by
Mrs. Fletcher
Welcome Back
In the series finale, Eve celebrates a life-changing decision. Brendan has an epiphany about college. Sanjay does a good deed.

Gillian Robespierre, Directed by

Noelle
Kris Kringle's daughter is full of holiday spirit, but wishes she could do something "important" like her brother Nick, who will take over for their father this Christmas. When Nick starts to crumble from the pressure, Noelle suggests he get away... but when he doesn't return, Noelle must save Christmas.

Marc Lawrence, Directed by

Normal People
Episode 5
Connell and Marianne start socializing as friends in Dublin.

Lenny Abrahamson, Directed by

Our Boys
Chapter 4: The Dawn Martyr
Simon's team focus their investigation on Yosef's family and Dvora, a therapist who knows them intimately. Hussein negotiates with police to get control of Mohammed's body and is overwhelmed by the fervor surrounding his son's death. Avishai is burdened by regrets, while Simon looks deeper into the Adam settlement community.

Joseph Cedar, Directed by
Tawfik Abu-Wael, Directed by

Patsy & Loretta
Patsy & Loretta is based on the untold true story of the friendship between two of country music's greatest icons, Patsy Cline and Loretta Lynn. Already well established in her career, Patsy takes Loretta under her wing, helping her navigate the male-dominated Nashville music industry.

Callie Khouri, Directed by

The Plot Against America
Part 1
Herman anticipates a promotion at work and takes his family to look at a bigger house, though Bess is concerned to leave their Jewish neighborhood amid anti-Semitism sparked by Lindbergh's presidential campaign. Evelyn is charmed by distinguished local clergyman Rabbi Lionel Bengelsdorf. Alvin Levin seeks retaliation for an aggrieved friend.

Minkie Spiro, Directed by
As violence spreads across the country before Election Day, Herman takes measures to keep his family safe. Meanwhile, Bess helps a small child caught in a maelstrom of anti-Semitism in Kentucky. Alvin is recruited for a new and secret mission as the ties that bind the Levins together are stressed.

Thomas Schlamme, Directed by

This three-part limited series is based on the true story of Major Charles Ingram and his wife, Diana, who were accused of cheating their way to a million pounds on the world’s most popular game show in 2001, Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?

Stephen Frears, Directed by

Robin Roberts Presents: Stolen By My Mother: The Kamiyah Mobley Story

Robin Roberts Presents: Stolen By My Mother: The Kamiyah Mobley Story stars Niecy Nash, Rayven Ferrell and Ta’Rhonda Jones in the true story of a young woman who discovers at age 18, she was abducted as a baby and the family she knew to be hers, wasn’t hers at all.

Jeffrey W. Byrd, Directed by

Harper faces the consequences of her unconventional detective work while Elsie reunites with a friend. Peter tries to prove himself to his father – and to Elsie.

Logan Kibens, Directed by

Harper, a reclusive online investigator, breaks open a cold case. Elsie, a troubled foster kid, tries to recall the song linking her to a mother she barely remembers – and to Peter, a convict with dark secrets.

Scott Winant, Directed by

Aiming to seal a match for her nephew Edward, Lady Denham hosts a pineapple party for the West Indian heiress, Miss Lambe. Edward’s beautiful relatives Esther and Clara complicate matters, while Charlotte and Sidney have an awkward confrontation.

Olly Blackburn, Directed by

Five factions run the underground life at prestigious Haldwell boarding school. The head of the most powerful faction - The Spades - is Selah Summers. By turns charming and callous, she chooses whom to keep close and whom to cut loose, walking the fine line between being feared and loved.

Tayarisha Poe, Directed by
Self Made: Inspired By The Life Of Madam C.J. Walker

Aspiring to be more than a washerwoman, Sarah grows determined to sell Addie’s hair product. But when she’s cruelly rebuffed, the gloves come off.

Kasi Lemmons, Directed by

Self Made: Inspired By The Life Of Madam C.J. Walker

Sarah’s ambitious plans for expanding her empire take her to New York - and lead to betrayals personal and professional that threaten all she’s built.

DeMane Davis, Directed by

Share

After discovering a disturbing video from a night she doesn’t remember, sixteen-year-old Mandy must try and figure out what happened and how to navigate the escalating fallout.

Pippa Bianco, Directed by

The Spy

In the 1960s, Israeli clerk-turned-secret agent Eli Cohen (Sacha Baron Cohen) goes deep undercover inside Syria on a perilous, years-long mission to spy for Mossad.

Gideon Raff, Directed by

Stargirl

Stargirl is a tender and offbeat coming-of-age story based on the young adult novel about an unassuming high schooler who finds himself inexplicably drawn to the free-spirited new girl, whose unconventional ways change how they see themselves...and their world.

Julia Hart, Directed by

A Summer Romance

Richard flies to Montana to buy a 2500 acre ranch with money problems from Sam, and build a resort. Sam turns out to be a cute, single woman. Starring Erin Krakow and Ryan Paevey.

David Winning, Directed by

The Terror: Infamy

Stationed at Guadalcanal and grieving the death of his newborn sons, Chester encounters a downed Japanese fighter pilot and is faced with a moral dilemma. The incarcerated Japanese Americans’ patriotism is tested.

Lily Mariye, Directed by
The Terror: Infamy

A Sparrow In A Swallow's Nest

In 1941, Chester Nakayama is caught between his insular Japanese-American neighborhood on Terminal Island and his current all-American life. Extreme circumstances push his community and personal life to the brink, all while someone watches closely.

Josef Kubota Wladyka, Directed by

Togo

Togo is the untold true story set in the winter of 1925 that takes viewers across the treacherous terrain of the Alaskan tundra for an adventure that will test the strength, courage and determination of one man, Leonhard Seppala, and his lead sled dog, Togo.

Ericson Core, Directed by

Too Old To Die Young

Volume 1: The Devil

A Los Angeles Sheriff's Deputy is slowly dragged into a dark underworld following a tragic shooting.

Nicolas Winding Refn, Directed by

Transparent Musicale Finale

When the Pfeffermans face a life-changing loss, they begin a musical journey. As they face this new transition, they confront grief and come together to celebrate connection, joy and transformation.

Jill Soloway, Directed by

Trapped: The Alex Cooper Story

When 15-year-old Alex revealed she was gay to her Mormon parents, they feared so deeply for her soul they took her from their California home and placed her against her will in a conversion therapy home in Utah. Trapped for eight months with strangers, Alex faced horrible punishments and beatings.

Jeffrey Hunt, Directed by

Troop Zero

In rural 1977 Georgia, a misfit girl dreams of life in outer space. When a national competition offers her a chance at her dream, to be recorded on NASA’s Golden Record, she recruits a makeshift troop of Birdie Scouts, forging friendships that last a lifetime and beyond.

Bert & Bertie, Directed by

Unbelievable

Episode 1

As a traumatized young woman reports being raped by an intruder, she faces a whirlwind of emotions -- and increasingly skeptical questions from police.

Lisa Cholodenko, Directed by
Unbelievable
Episode 6
Grace takes a bold step to get close to a suspect, Elias the intern makes a crucial discovery, and Marie slips into increasingly reckless behavior.

Michael Dinner, Directed by

Unbelievable
Episode 7
Suddenly faced with two suspects instead of one, the team races to ID the rapist and make an arrest. Marie’s new counselor tries to win her trust.

Susannah Grant, Directed by

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt: Kimmy vs. The Reverend
Kimmy Schmidt (Ellie Kemper) sets off on her biggest adventure yet. Three states! Private planes! Explosions! Karate! Will Kimmy defeat the Reverend (Jon Hamm) and get to her wedding on time? With the help of her friend Titus (Tituss Burgess), she’s going to try, dammit!

Claire Scanlon, Directed by

Unorthodox
A Hasidic Jewish woman in Brooklyn flees to Berlin from an arranged marriage and is taken in by a group of musicians — until her past comes calling.

Maria Schrader, Directed by

Watchmen
It’s Summer And We’re Running Out Of Ice
In an alternate America where police conceal their identities behind masks to protect themselves from a terrorist organization, Detective Angela Abar investigates the attempted murder of a fellow officer with Chief, Judd Crawford. Meanwhile, the Lord of a Country Estate receives an anniversary gift from his loyal servants.

Nicole Kassell, Directed by

Watchmen
Little Fear Of Lightning
A look behind the mask at the lonely life of Wade AKA Looking Glass, an interdimensional squid attack, and Veidt finally lands on Europa to send an SOS with frozen bodies.

Steph Green, Directed by

Watchmen
See How They Fly
Season finale. Trieu reveals the Millennium Clock’s true purpose after bringing her father, Adrian Veidt back to earth. Angela reconciles with her grandfather and loses Cal, but he leaves her with a gift.

Frederick E.O. Toye, Directed by
Watchmen
This Extraordinary Being
Deep under the influence of Nostalgia, Angela gets a firsthand account of her grandfather’s journey.

Stephen Williams, Directed by

Years And Years
Episode 4
As events heat up across Europe, Daniel embarks on a quest to bring Viktor home. Rosie sets up her own business with new boyfriend. With her suspicions confirmed, Celeste exposes Stephen’s secret life to the family. Meanwhile, Viv Rook sets her sights on the ultimate prize: No. 10 Downing Street.

Simon Cellan Jones, Directed by

Years And Years
Episode 6
As Viv Rook’s regime tightens its grip, the Lyons family fights back. Rosie stands up to troops surrounding her home and takes radical action. Edith and Celeste form a secret alliance. The mysterious Erstwhile Policy turns deadly, forcing Edith and Fran to embark on a dangerous mission, for Viktor’s sake.

Lisa Mulcahy, Directed by

ZeroZeroZero
Tampico Skies
While Chris and Emma are about to cross the Moroccan border, in Mexico Manuel and his men build a ragtag army on behalf of the Leyra cartel.

Stefano Sollima, Directed by
Outstanding Directing For A Variety Series

**All That**
Episode 1101
The new cast of All That prepares for their first show. The Jonas Brothers stop by Good Burger, Vital Information finds a new host, and Marie Kiddo advises what stuff kids should keep and what to destroy. Performance by The Jonas Brothers and guest stars Kel Mitchell.

Jonathan M Judge, Directed by

**Alternatino With Arturo Castro**
The Date
Arturo dates a woman obsessed with his Latino-ness, a father struggles to have the sex talk with his woke son, and the Guatemalan tourism industry tries a new tactic.

Nicholas Jasenovec, Directed by

**Astronomy Club: The Sketch Show**
Lamp Room
The group moves into the Astronomy Clubhouse, and alliances form. An ER for hair. Robin Hood robs a black family. The house fights over a moon lamp.

JJ Adler, Directed by
Ryan Anthony Martin, Directed by

**At Home With Amy Sedaris**
Babies
Amy explains something no one understands: babies! Learn how to pick the perfect baby name, how to get your perfect body back, and how to design the perfect crib mobile from rusty nails! Guests include Justin Theroux, Laura Benanti, Jane Krakowski, John Early and Josh Hamilton.

Ryan McFaul, Directed by

**A Black Lady Sketch Show**
Born At Night, But Not Last Night
Two friends visit a new Black-owned business; a mother and daughter compete on “Get the Belt,” a woman’s inner voices weigh the pros and cons of riding in a hot air balloon; an all-Black lady courtroom causes unbridled joy; tensions rise between Ashley, Gabrielle, Quinta, and Robin.

Dime Davis, Directed by

**Comedy Central Stand Up Presents**
Will Miles
Will Miles describes the roles he usually lands for commercials and details a strange loophole to buying legal weed in Washington, D.C.

Ryan Polito, Directed by
Crank Yankers
Jimmy Kimmel, Wanda Sykes, Bobby Brown
Gladys wants to trademark a popular phrase, a cat orders cleaners for his owner’s apartment, and Terrence asks Bobby Brown to change his name for Millie Bobby Brown.

Jonathan Kimmel, Directed by

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah
Dr. Fauci Answers Trevor’s Questions About Coronavirus
Trevor covers the news of the day: Companies donate PPE for healthcare workers, India goes into lockdown and Brazil ignores the coronavirus. Renowned immunologist Dr. Anthony Fauci discusses the threat posed by COVID-19, and Trevor releases anti-tourism ads to keep people from visiting Florida, Alaska and Hawaii.

David Paul Meyer, Directed by

The Degenerates
Jim Norton
Fascinated by “flat-earthers” and Ted Bundy documentaries, Jim Norton finds laughs in some dark topics, including why he shouldn’t own a gun.

Jeff Tomsic, Directed by

Desus & Mero
PJ Boys
Desus Nice and The Kid Mero sound off on pop culture, politics, sports and more. Illustrious guest: David Letterman.

Jeremy Hardwick, Directed by

Drunk History
Bad Blood
Mary Mallon spreads typhoid fever wherever she goes, and Cleopatra’s younger sister Arsinoe schemes her way in and out of power in Ancient Egypt.

Jeremy Konner, Directed by

Drunk History
Believe It Or Not
Larry Walters pilots a balloon-suspended lawn chair, Phineas Gage survives an iron rod to the brain, and the Greenbrier Ghost’s testimony is used in court.

Derek Waters, Directed by
Full Frontal With Samantha Bee
Episode 5143
Full Frontal covers the harmful side effects of COVID-19 (racism and government ineptitude) and rates the nature of our current gig-based economy at 0 stars. Then, Mike Rubens heads south to learn how Trump’s border wall is definitely messing with Texas.

Good Talk With Anthony Jeselnik
Schaal
Kristen Schaal recalls winning an alternative comedy award, debates with Anthony about how important surprise is to comedy and reflects on her experiences as a new mother.

The Iliza Shlesinger Sketch Show
Episode 1
A "Jackass" prank show with women ends in tears, "A Star Is Born” goes to the dogs, and handy Mom Alerts warn adult children about potential dangers.

The Jim Jefferies Show
Jim Gives Socialism An Overhaul
Jim breaks down the presidential campaign strategies including why free college may not be a good idea, finds a compromise between socialism and capitalism, and celebrates the Emmy Awards.

Jimmy Kimmel Live!
George Floyd’s Death, Trump’s Stupidity, Sean Penn & Healthcare Hero Surprise
Jimmy shares his thoughts on George Floyd’s death, the riots in Minneapolis, and Trump's violent stupidity. Plus Sean Penn talks about his non-profit organization's work to help with COVID-19 testing during the pandemic, and we salute a U.S. Navy Reserve nurse who is serving on the frontlines of this crisis.

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver
Episode 629
Main Story: A look at how SLAPP suits are designed to stifle public dissent, featuring both an update on a lawsuit against the show, and a musical number on the streets of New York featuring a troupe of dancers, Brian D'Arcy James, and a barbershop quartet of squirrels.
The Late Late Show With James Corden
The Late Late Christmas Show
James Corden packed the final episode of 2019 with a Billie Eilish Carpool Karaoke; a visit to Cats School with Taylor Swift, Rebel Wilson and more; a holiday music video by fake 90s boy band Boyz II Menorah; and Mariah Carey performing “All I Want for Christmas Is You.”

Tim Mancinelli, Directed by
Glenn Clements, Directed by

Late Night With Seth Meyers
Episode 0968A
This episode, one of the first from Seth’s attic, features A Closer Look and guest Amy Poehler. The sketch “Really with Seth and Amy” involved a three-way Zoom so they could look at a camera shooting Cue Card holder Wally Feresten because their rhythms were too varied for conventional teleprompter.

Alexander J. Vietmeier, Directed by

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert
Live Show; Chris Christie; Nathaniel Rateliff
The Late Show With Stephen Colbert broadcasts live following the February 2020 Democratic Debate. Colbert breaks down everything that happened between the candidates moments before air and chats with Former New Jersey Governor Chris Christie before Nathaniel Rateliff takes the stage for a live performance.

Jim Hoskinson, Directed by

A Little Late With Lilly Singh
Malala Yousafzai
Comedian, actress, social media sensation, producer and author Lilly Singh brings her unique perspective to late night, and hosts celebrity interviews, talks current events, performs musical and sketch comedy, plays games and more. In this episode, Singh welcomes activist and author Malala Yousafzai.

Sharon Everitt, Directed by

Patriot Act With Hasan Minhaj
Mental Health
With the need for mental health care growing, Hasan discusses how insurance companies get away with denying coverage to Americans who could use it most.

Richard A. Preuss, Directed by

Real Time With Bill Maher
Episode 1730

Paul G. Casey, Directed by
Ridiculousness
Kobe Bryant
Legendary Laker Kobe Bryant joins Rob, Chanel, and Steelo to talk about his new Wizenard book series, judge the skills of some "Bargain Bryants" and see if they've truly got the "Mamba Mentality."

Michael A. Simon, Directed by

Saturday Night Live
Host: Eddie Murphy
Eddie returns to SNL after 35 years along with Mr. Robinson, Gumby, Buckwheat, Velvet Jones, and more. He's joined by Fred Armisen, Alec Baldwin, Dave Chapelle, Larry David, Rachel Dratch, Tracy Morgan, Chris Rock, Maya Rudolph and Jason Sudeikis. And Lizzo performs.

Don Roy King, Directed by

Sherman's Showcase
Enemies
Sherman reflects on his many haters over the decades as we dig into the rivalries and feuds of the Showcase. Turns out, genuine friendship is a rare commodity in showbiz, especially if you're talking about frenemies John Legend and Common.

Matt Piedmont, Directed by

Tiffany Haddish Presents: They Ready
Flame Monroe
Fierce, funny and fabulous, the fiery drag queen lights up the stage with quips about TSA pat-downs, political "gangstas" and parenthood.

Linda Mendoza, Directed by

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Episode 1211

Chris Tartaro, Directed by
Dave Diomedi, Directed by

Tosh.0
Super Bitch
Daniel meets Super Bitch, the world’s first black, gay superhero, and makes Halloween less of a nightmare for parents by teaching them how to terrify their kids.

Jim Patton, Directed by
Watch What Happens Live with Andy Cohen

Dwyane Wade/Michelle Buteau

Andy Cohen hosts former NBA star Dwyane Wade and stand-up comedian/actress Michelle Buteau. Along with playing rapid-fire games, Dwyane and Michelle weigh in on hot-topics, Dwyane’s friendships with former Miami Heat teammates and Michelle’s thoughts on the ending of “The Circle.”

Rocco Flammia, Director
Adam Devine: Best Time Of Our Lives
Frenetic comic Adam Devine talks teen awkwardness, celebrity encounters, his "Pitch Perfect" audition and more in a special from his hometown of Omaha.
Jay Karas, Directed by

Alonzo Bodden: Heavy Lightweight
If it were all heavy it wouldn't be a comedy special, it would be a depression special, and Alonzo Bodden is very aware of this. That's why he goes back and forth, from heavy to lightweight, because he knows we need a break from news in comedy.
Devon Shepard, Directed by

Arsenio Hall: Smart & Classy
In his first stand-up special, Arsenio Hall discusses getting older, the changing times and culture, social issues and even bothersome baby toes.
Brian Volk-Weiss, Directed by

Aziz Ansari: Right Now
Aziz Ansari shares deep personal insights and hilarious takes on wokeness, family and social climate.
Spike Jonze, Directed by

Ben Platt Live From Radio City Music Hall
Backed by a full band and a ready wit, actor Ben Platt opens up a very personal songbook onstage -- numbers from his debut LP, "Sing to Me Instead."
Alex Timbers, Directed by
Sam Wrench, Directed by

Bert Kreischer: Hey Big Boy
Ever the stand-up party animal, comic Bert Kreischer riffs on parenting and family life, being a gun and pet owner, his dad discovering pot, and more.
Jeff Tomsic, Directed by

Bill Burr: Paper Tiger
Bill Burr unloads on outrage culture, male feminism, cultural appropriation, robot sex and more in a blistering stand-up special shot in London.
Mike Binder, Directed by

Brad Paisley Thinks He's Special
Country music's Brad Paisley hosts this prime-time special. The variety special showcases the energy of Music City from Nashville's iconic War Memorial Auditorium through a combination of Paisley's signature humor, unexpected surprises, heartfelt field pieces and rousing musical performances.
Alan Carter, Directed by

A Celebration Of The Music From Coco
Live from the Hollywood Bowl, a celebration of the Day of the Dead. Music from the animated movie "Coco" is brought to life on stage for the first time ever.
Ron de Moraes, Directed by
**Celebrity Escape Room**
Jack Black, host and the all-knowing “Game Master,” puts his celebrity friends to the test as they work together under intense pressure to beat the clock, unlocking a series of surprising puzzle rooms to ultimately engineer their great escape in this uproarious and heart-pounding adventure.
Alex Van Wagner, Directed by

**Christmas In Rockefeller Center**
Celebrate the season with the lighting of the iconic tree in Rockefeller Plaza including performances by Chicago, Brett Eldredge, Derek & Julianne Hough, John Legend, Idina Menzel, Lea Michele, Gwen Stefani, and the Radio City Rockettes. Savannah Guthrie, Hoda Kotb, Craig Melvin, Al Roker host the event.
Debbie Palacio, Directed by

**Christmas Under The Stars With John Legend**
John Legend ushers in the Christmas season singing holiday classics and his own chart topping hits. Reflections on his Christmas celebrations, Legend talks about his childhood, cherished traditions and memories and importance of family.
Russ Kendall, Directed by

**Conan Without Borders: Ghana**
Conan, invited to Ghana for “The Year of Return,” experiences numerous adventures with his companion and Veep star Sam Richardson, including meeting the Queen Mother, visiting a market and cooking show, commissioning a fantasy coffin, and shooting a music video, all while getting to know the wonderful people of Ghana.
Mike Sweeney, Directed by

**Country Music - Live At The Ryman**
The concert celebrating the film by Ken Burns. Ken Burns hosts country music artists at Nashville’s historic Ryman Auditorium to celebrate the launch of his PBS series Country Music. Burns shares previews of his series, punctuated by country music artists performing the music’s landmark songs.
Don Carr, Directed by

**Daniel Sloss: X**
Taped in Sydney, Australia, Sloss skewers society's gender constructs and mines his own personal experiences, flipping the script on what we've come to expect from male comedians in terms of talking about gender and sexuality. Sloss provides insights, along with his unexpurgated Scottish-level swearing and brazen disregard for uncomfortable topics.
Daniel Sloss, Directed by

**Dave Chappelle: Sticks & Stones**
Dave Chappelle takes on gun culture, the opioid crisis and the tidal wave of celebrity scandals in a defiant stand-up special filmed in Atlanta.
Stan Lathan, Directed by

**The 2019 ESPY Awards**
Sports biggest night honors the best of 2019 along with heartfelt stories and comedy sketches. Hosted By Tracy Morgan.
Michael Dempsey, Directed by
Everything Was Fine: The Good Place Finale Special
Seth Meyers commemorates the series finale of The Good Place with a live special, celebrating with the entire cast as they toast each other one last time.
Alexander J. Vietmeier, Directed by

Fortune Feimster: Sweet & Salty
Actor, comedian and writer Fortune Feimster takes the stage and riffs on her southern roots, sexual awakenings, showbiz career and more.
Krysia Plonka, Directed by

Frankenstein's Monster's Monster, Frankenstein
When actor David Harbour finds lost footage of his father's disastrous televised stage play of a literary classic, he uncovers shocking family secrets.
Daniel Gray Longino, Directed by

Garth & Trisha Live!
Garth Brooks and his wife, Trisha Yearwood, perform live from their home recording studio, Studio G, providing an intimate concert for viewers looking for the comfort and joy of music during this difficult time.
Nic Dugger, Directed by

Garth Brooks: Gershwin Prize For Popular Song
The Library of Congress celebrates Garth Brooks as he receives one of music's highest honors: The Gershwin Prize for Popular Song.
Jerry Foley, Directed by

Gary Gulman: The Great Depresh
Through stand-up comedy and documentary, The Great Depresh recounts Gary Gulman's harrowing lifelong journey through depression, mental illness and remission. Through Gulman's warm onstage humor and real glimpses of the comic's life off the stage, the special hilariously opens a dialogue and destigmatizes an ailment that afflicts millions.
Michael Bonfiglio, Directed by

62nd Grammy Awards
With the death of Kobe Bryant seven hours before the telecast and during internal struggles at the Recording Academy, Alicia Keys returns as second-year host of the Grammys. Performers include Lizzo, Tyler the Creator, and Aerosmith/RUN DMC.
Louis J. Horvitz, Directed by

Hannah Gadsby: Douglas
Hannah Gadsby returns for her second special and digs deep into the complexities of popularity, identity and her most unusual dog park encounter.
Madeleine Parry, Directed by

Happiness Continues: A Jonas Brothers Concert Film
A live concert experience and exclusive look into life on the road with the Jonas Brothers during their Happiness Begins concert tour.
Anthony Mandler, Directed by
A Home For The Holidays With Idina Menzel

Idina Menzel hosts this year's edition of A Home for the Holidays, celebrating uplifting stories of adoption with feature performances from Menzel and guest stars Adam Lambert, Ne-Yo, and Kelly Roland, interspersed with documentary-style segments that explore the touching adoption stories of several families.

Michael A. Simon, Directed by

Homefest: James Corden's Late Late Show Special

James Corden hosted this global special safely from his own garage. Bringing people together to keep them apart. With performances of music, comedy and magic from artists all around the world; from London to Italy, South Korea to LA; raising much needed money and awareness for Covid-19.

Tim Mancinelli, Directed by

iHeart Living Room Concert For America

Hosted by Elton John, the very first “at-home” music special featured artists performing in their own living rooms to support front-line workers fighting the pandemic. Performers included Alicia Keys, Backstreet Boys, Billie Eilish, Mariah Carey, Billie Joe Armstrong, Camila Cabello, Shawn Mendes, Dave Grohl, Tim McGraw, and H.E.R.

Joel Gallen, Directed by

Ilana Glazer: The Planet Is Burning

In Ilana Glazer's debut standup special, she shares her thoughts on partnership, being a successful stoner adult, Nazis, Diva Cups, and more. This hour proves how useless the patriarchy is: The Planet Is Burning, and it’s time a short, queer, hairy New York Jew screams it in your face!

Ryan Cunningham, Directed by

Iliza Shlesinger: Unveiled

Here comes the bride, and she's got plenty to say. Newlywed Iliza Shlesinger dissects wedding traditions as she mines her nuptials for laughs.

Steven Paley, Directed by

Jayde Adams: Serious Black Jumper

Jayde Adams brings her latest stand-up show to the screen. If you want to be a ‘successful independent woman person’ you better have something to say and you better be wearing the feminist wardrobe staple; the Serious Black Jumper™.

Peter Orton, Directed by

Jeff Dunham: Beside Himself

Jeff Dunham takes the stage in Dallas with his old pals Peanut, Walter, José Jalapeño, Bubba J and Achmed to poke fun at himself and American culture.

Troy Miller, Directed by

Jenny Slate: Stage Fright

Jenny Slate’s first stand-up special is a mix of stage time, funny stories about adulthood and conversations with family in her childhood home.

Gillian Robespierre, Directed by
Jim Gaffigan: Quality Time
Jim Gaffigan doesn't understand why we aren't more honest about the reasons we don't want to attend events, while at the same time embrace lying to kids. In his comedy special, he covers everything from horses and dog birthdays to traveling and museums.
Jeannie Gaffigan, Directed by

Jo Koy: Comin' In Hot
Comedian Jo Koy takes center stage in Hawaii and shares his candid take on cultural curiosities, filter-free fatherhood and more.
Shannon Hartman, Directed by

John Mulaney & The Sack Lunch Bunch
John Mulaney and his kid pals tackle existential topics for all ages with catchy songs, comedy sketches and special guests in a nostalgic variety special.
Rhys Thomas, Directed by

The Kacey Musgraves Christmas Show
Kacey Musgraves' update on the classic holiday variety special features new songs and time-honored classics. Special guests include Camila Cabello, Kendall Jenner, James Corden, Lana Del Rey, the Radio City Rockettes, and many more.
Chris Howe, Directed by

Leslie Jones: Time Machine
From trying to seduce Prince to battling sleep apnea, Leslie Jones traces her evolution as an adult in a joyfully raw and outrageous stand-up special.
David Benioff, Directed by
D.B. Weiss, Directed by

Lil Rel Howery: Live In Crenshaw
Comedian and actor Lil Rel Howery combines a talent for well-crafted storytelling with his trademark observational humor to create a stand-up show that is raw, personal, and refreshingly hilarious.
Jerrod Carmichael, Directed by

Live In Front Of A Studio Audience: "All In The Family" And "Good Times"
The special will take viewers down memory lane, recreating an original episode from "All in the Family" and "Good Times." This live, prime-time event hosted by Jimmy Kimmel and television icon Norman Lear will pay tribute to classic television sitcoms.
Pamela Fryman, Directed by
Andy Fisher, Directed by

Macy's Fourth Of July Fireworks Spectacular
The annual Macy's 4th of July Fireworks® Spectacular returns for a night of beautiful fireworks and performances by the biggest names in music.
Joe DeMaio, Directed by
Marc Maron: End Times Fun
Marc Maron wades through a swamp of vitamin hustlers, evangelicals and grown male nerd children, culminating in a gleefully filthy end-times fantasy.
Lynn Shelton, Directed by

Maria Bamford: Weakness Is The Brand
Maria Bamford is back and subjectively better than ever. Weakness is her brand, so get ready to feel much better about yourself. With her first special in 3 years, Maria highlights her genius and her flaws in a masterful live show, confirming she is one of the true greats.
Robert H Cohen, Directed by

Michelle Wolf: Joke Show
Comedian Michelle Wolf takes on outrage culture, massages, childbirth, feminism and much more (like otters) in a stand-up special from New York City.
Lance Bangs, Directed by

Middleditch & Schwartz: Parking Lot Wedding
A completely improvised two person show. Every performance is different and made up on the spot. In this special, an audience tale of love, music festivals and parking lots sets the stage for Thomas and Ben to act out a wild wedding.
Ryan Polito, Directed by

Mike Birbiglia: The New One
Comedian Mike Birbiglia hits Broadway with a hilarious yet profound one-man show that recounts his emotional and physical journey to parenthood.
Seth Barrish, Directed by

Mike Epps: Only One Mike
In a raw stand-up special, Mike Epps mixes it up as he tackles sexual misconduct, special ed, aging body parts and much more.
Kevin Bray, Directed by

Miss America 2020
The scholarship competition Miss America 2020 returns with a two-hour telecast that will follow the 51 compelling candidates as they compete for life-changing scholarships. The show will highlight a diverse group of young students and professionals who are advancing the message of female strength, independence and empowerment.
Sandra Restrepo, Directed by

Miss Universe
90 women compete for the 2019 Miss Universe title live on FOX.
Gregg Gelfand, Directed by

Much Ado About Nothing (Great Performances)
Set in contemporary Georgia with an election race underway, this interpretation of Shakespeare’s comedic masterpiece stars an all-black cast at the outdoor Delacorte Theater in New York City’s Central Park recorded live at Free Shakespeare in the Park. Starring Danielle Brooks.
David Horn, Directed by
My Favorite Shapes By Julio Torres

The comedian, Saturday Night Live writer and Los Espookys star, Julio Torres, examines his favorite shapes – which include a plexiglass square, an oval that wishes it were a circle, a self-conscious cactus, a Ferrero Rocher chocolate and more. Guest voices include Lin-Manuel Miranda, Ryan Gosling and Emma Stone.

Dave McCary, Directed by

51st NAACP Image Awards


Tony McCuin, Directed by

A Night Of Covenant House Stars

A Night of Covenant House Stars: a virtual concert on behalf of Covenant House (providing care, support to homeless and trafficked youth); Co-hosted by Audra Mcdonald and John Dickerson with appearances by over 50 powerhouses: Rachel Brosnahan, Dolly Parton, Morgan Freeman, Mary Elizabeth Ellis, Capathia Jenkins, Jordan Fisher, Meryl Streep

Jeff Calhoun, Directed by

Nikki Glaser: Bangin'

Nikki Glaser bares all in a blistering stand-up special about sex, sobriety and getting over her own insecurities. And she won't spare you the details.

Nicholaus Goossen, Directed by

A Parks And Recreation Special

Leslie Knope uses a phone tree to check-in with her friends, family, and favorite citizens of Pawnee -- finding a way to buoy their mental and emotional health during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Morgan Sackett, Directed by

Patton Oswalt: I Love Everything

Turning 50. Finding love again. Buying a house. Experiencing existential dread at Denny’s. Life comes at Patton Oswalt fast in this stand-up special.

Marcus Raboy, Directed by

Pete Davidson: Alive From New York

Comedian and "SNL" star Pete Davidson drops a candid and intimate stand-up special shot live in New York City.

Jason Orley, Directed by

Ramy Youssef: Feelings

Filmed in the iconic Chicago Cultural Center, the special is hyper contemporary—taking up post-truth, identity, Jussie Smollett, and 9/11. It’s about the thoughts we don’t want to have and the ones we didn’t even know existed. It’s twisty comedy that reflects the circuitry and complexity of the space itself.

Christopher Storer, Directed by
The Red Nose Day Special 2020

This annual all-star fundraiser, which has surpassed $200 million in funds for over 25 million children around the world, celebrates the power of entertainment with an incredible lineup of celebrities, comedians and chart-topping musical guests – all taking action for vulnerable children and families affected by COVID-19.

Christian Lamb, Directed by

Rob Delaney: Jackie

Rob Delaney unpacks the horror and the joys of his life in London: swimming in tea, getting scammed, being a father and a husband, the monarchy, the rise of the sexbots, and the disappearance of his friend Jackie.

Barbara Wiltshire, Directed by

Ronny Chieng: Asian Comedian Destroys America!

Ronny Chieng ("The Daily Show," "Crazy Rich Asians") takes center stage in this stand-up special and riffs on modern American life and more.

Sebastian Dinatale, Directed by

Russell Peters: Deported

Russell Peters takes his culturally comedic roadshow to the land of his ancestors, Mumbai, India for an evening that’s as informative as it is entertaining. Reflecting on his own immigrant lineage Peters proves why he’s more than one in 1.3 billion.

Dave Higby, Directed by

Savage X Fenty Show

The Savage X Fenty Show is a visual event, giving us a look into Rihanna’s creative process for her latest lingerie collection. Modeled by incredible, diverse talent; celebrating all genders and sizes; and featuring performances by the hottest music artists.

Alex Rudzinski, Directed by

Seth Meyers: Lobby Baby

SNL alumnus and subversive master of late-night TV Seth Meyers comes out from behind the desk to share some lighthearted stories from his own life.

Neal Brennan, Directed by

Simon Amstell: Set Free

Honest, introspective comic Simon Amstell digs deep and delivers a uniquely vulnerable stand-up set on love, ego, intimacy and ayahuasca.

Julia Knowles, Directed by

Super Bowl LIV Halftime Show Starring Jennifer Lopez And Shakira

Jennifer Lopez and Shakira starred in The Super Bowl LIV Halftime show. The performance featured over 20 songs, 150 dancers, lasers, fireworks and an interactive video floor all playing out in a jam packed 14 minute show.

Hamish Hamilton, Directed by
**Take Me To The World: A Sondheim 90th Birthday Celebration**

As theaters closed worldwide in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, a lineup of stage and screen stars celebrated the legendary Broadway composer-lyricist Stephen Sondheim with a free online concert event, with donation proceeds going to ASTEP (Artists Striving to End Poverty).

Paul Wontorek, Directed by

---

**Tiffany Haddish: Black Mitzvah**

On her 40th birthday, Tiffany Haddish drops a bombastic special studded with singing, dancing and raunchy reflections on her long road to womanhood.

Linda Mendoza, Directed by

---

**Tom Papa: You’re Doing Great!**

Comedian Tom Papa takes on body image issues, social media, pets, Staten Island, the “old days” and more in a special from his home state of New Jersey.

Gregory Jacobs, Directed by

---

**Tom Segura: Ball Hog**

Tom Segura scores laughs with uncomfortably candid stories about mothers, fathers, following your dreams — and other things you’d rather not think about.

Rami Hachache, Directed by

---

**73rd Annual Tony Awards**

The Tony Awards are a live 3 hour celebration of theatre with 14 musical performances and 15 awards and a cast of hundreds of Broadway’s finest. James Corden hosts.

Glenn Weiss, Directed by

---

**Whitmer Thomas: The Golden One**

Whitmer Thomas returns home to the famed Flora-Bama Lounge, where his late mother and twin sister used to perform. The unconventional comic reflects on his Alabama childhood vs. his current life in L.A., his identity as an “aging-emo kid,” and more. Featuring songs written and performed by the comedian.

Clay Tatum, Directed by

---

End of Category